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Abstract

Transcription and translation describe the flow of genetic information from DNA to

mRNA to protein. Recent studies show that at a single cell level, these processes are

stochastic, which results in the variation of the number of mRNA and proteins even

under identical environmental conditions. Because the number of mRNA and protein

in each single cell are actually very small, these variations can be crucial for cellular

function in diverse contexts, such as development, stress response, immunological and

nervous system function. Most studies examine the origin and effects of stochastic

gene expression using computer simulations. My goal is to develop a theoretical

framework to study activity-dependent gene expression using simplified models that

capture essential features.

I have examined the dynamics of stochastic gene regulation in three contexts.

First, I examine how fluctuations in promoter accessibility lead to bursty transcrip-

tion, during which genes are turned on or off stochastically. I describe a mathemat-

ical formalism to represent bursty gene expression in a coarse-grained manner as a

Markov process and derive a master equation for the time evolution of the probabil-

ity distribution of the number of mRNA molecules. This allows us to examine how

transcript number responds to time varying stimuli. This model forms a basic build-

ing block for understanding the signal transmission and noise of the transcription

process to time varying inputs as would be sensed by cells in dynamic environments.

In addition to synthesis, gene expression is subject to additional modes of regulation.
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One such mechanism that controls transcript numbers is by microRNAs (miRNAs),

which pair with target mRNAs to repress protein production following transcription.

Although hundreds of miRNAs have been identified in mammalian genomes, the

function of miRNA-based repression in the context of gene regulation networks still

remains unclear. I explore the functional roles of feedback regulation by miRNAs

and show that protein fluctuations strongly depend on the mode of miRNA-mediated

repression. I discuss the functional implications of protein fluctuations arising from

miRNA-mediated repression on gene regulatory networks. Finally, I examine the

impact of fluctuations on alternative splicing, which is a major source for proteomic

complexity in higher eukaryotes. Although the proteins regulating alternative splic-

ing have been extensively studied, little is known about how noise arising from the

stochastic nature of alternative splicing contributes to the entire gene expression

process. I explore the functional roles and noise properties of alternative splicing,

focusing on the case of exon skipping and intron retention. I show that while the

overall counts of the mRNAs of the two isoforms are independent and Poisson dis-

tributed, diffusion and binding of the splicing factors contributes to the variance in

the abundance of the isoforms.

Noise in gene expression may be of particular relevance in the nervous system.

Environmental stimuli drive the rapid remodeling of neural circuitry in part by in-

ducing the activation of genes to make proteins that modify neuronal excitability and

connectivity, ultimately influencing higher order brain function. Finally, I examine

the implications of our studies for activity dependent gene expression in the nervous

system.
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1

Introduction

1.1 General Introduction of Gene Expression

Transcription and translation are the two main steps of gene expression. A typi-

cal gene is first transcribed into mRNA by an enzyme called RNA polymerase and

that mRNA is then translated into proteins. Transcription process can be further

divided into initiation, elongation and termination. During initiation process, RNA

polymerase (RNAP) binds to the promoter region of a gene with the help of tran-

scription factors (TFs), which initiate transcription. After RNAP binds to DNA at

the transcription start site, it traverses the template strand and creates an mRNA

strand. This is called transcription elongation. In eukaryotes, the elongation process

is also coupled with mRNA processing, such as capping, splicing, etc. Transcription

proceeds until RNAP transcribes a DNA sequence called terminator. Then Poly-

merase and RNA are released from DNA. After transcription terminates, mRNA

moves out of the nucleus, binds to ribosome complex and produces polypeptide,

which will later fold into an active protein.

However, although there are thousands of genes in the genome of a cell, only a
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fraction is expressed at a given time. Gene regulation is the reason why not all genes

are expressed all the time. Gene regulation ensures that cells will only express protein

products when needed. Lac operon in E. coli was the first gene regulation system

that was fully understood. It was worked out by Jacob and Monod in 1961 [1]. It has

both the transcription repressor and transcription activator to regulate transcription.

The amount of transcription repressor and transcription activator is influenced by

environmental factors, i.e., the concentrations of glucose and lactose. Many other

prokaryotic genes are regulated in a similar fashion, and the basic principles carry

over into eukaryotes. Beginning with the work of Jacob and Monod, a qualitative

picture of gene regulation by environmental factors has emerged. Cells encode the

environmental state in the concentration of transcription factors, special proteins

that bind particular sites on DNA and enhance or inhibit the rate at which nearby

genes are read (transcribed) into mRNA, which is then translated into proteins.

Genes can be regulated at many stages along the path from DNA to protein.

This is what people have been working on for decades. They want to know how

every stage influence gene expression and most recently, they’ve found even cells or

organisms with the same genes, in the same environment, with the same history,

display variations in form and behavior that can be subtle or dramatic. Transcrip-

tional control is one of the most important mechanisms and will be the focus of our

discussion. The most pervasive form of gene regulation involves the initiation of

transcription, in which proteins called transcription factors bind to a DNA sequence

in response to environmental signals such as temperature, energy sources, hormones

or developmental programs, and help or inhibit the binding of RNAP.

Cells live in a complex and dynamic environment, where physical parameters

such as temperature, osmotic pressure and mechanical stimuli as well as chemical

parameters such as nutrients, harmful chemicals and signaling molecules change over

a wide variety of time-scales. Both single-cell and multi-cellular organisms have de-

2



veloped the ability to detect and respond to these environmental changes, enabling

them to survive and propagate. One kind of an adaptive response is the immedi-

ate and transient modification of proteins (millisecond to minute time scales) so as

to alter cellular morphology or intracellular molecular concentrations. Environmen-

tal changes also trigger long-lived and possibly slower responses by producing new

proteins that modify the state of the cell in an appropriate manner.

One can view the cell as a computational device, which represents the external

environment by the concentrations of molecules and the cellular response by the

change of the concentrations. Framing the question in this manner highlights sev-

eral quantitative issues – namely, the precision with which environmental changes

can be detected and discriminated, the speed with which the cell can respond and

the reliability of these responses. Extensive theoretical and experimental work has

focused on how biochemical signaling networks solve this problem [2, 3]. However, it

is far from clear how cells measure, process and integrate environmental stimuli (or

internal states for that matter) in order to produce appropriate amounts and types

of proteins by transcribing genes.

1.2 Stochastic Model of Gene Expression

The single gene is the fundamental module of gene regulatory circuits. A simple case

of single gene expression is where mRNA molecules are transcribed and are trans-

lated at constant rates. We can describe this system as a Markov process. A Markov

process is a mathematical model for the random evolution of a memoryless system,

that is, the future state of the system, at any given moment, depends only on its

present state, and not on any past states. A simple, intuitive model of gene expres-

sion that contains the essential features and successfully reproduces experimental

observations is:
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Figure 1.1: mRNA evolution based on Mass Action equation and simulation. The
smooth red line corresponds to Equation 1.3 and blue curve is the simulation results
by assuming each process is Poisson. The parameters are chosen as km � 5.0 and
γm � 0.5.

DNA
kmÝÑ DNA�mRNA transcription,

mRNA
kpÝÑ mRNA� protein translation,

mRNA
γmÝÑ φ mRNA degradation,

protein
γpÝÑ φ protein degradation. (1.1)

with rate constants km,kp,γm and γp respectively. For a single gene regulatory,

we can assume the number of DNA is a unit number(i.e. 1) and m and p denote the

number of mRNA and protein.

The simplest approach for analyzing this reaction scheme is the law of Mass

Action. Let mptq denote the number of mRNAs in the cell at time t. Then the Mass

Action equation describing the evolution of mRNA is:

dmptq
dt

� km � γmmptq. (1.2)

By assuming the initial condition that m(0) = 0, the solution to this equation can

4



be found as:

mptq � km
γm

p1� e�γmtq. (1.3)

Equation 1.3 is the smooth line as shown in Figure 1.1. The smoothness is due to

the fact that the Law of Mass Action considers the reaction to be macroscopic and

deterministic. However, the simulation results show each realization of the evolution

will randomly fluctuate around the smooth line. The Mass Action solution can only

describe the ensemble average of the system evolution. In sum, the whole process

of gene expression is better to describe as a random process because biochemical

reactions are intrinsically noisy and the randomness is a natural consequence of the

discreteness of molecules. If the number of transcript is very large, it will approach

the deterministic solution that was described in this Mass Action equation. However,

If the number of molecules is very small, for example, there are usually only one or

two copies of DNA at any given point in the cell cycle and the mRNA level is usually

low due to low transcription rate and short mRNA half-life[4], the system will be

very noisy and we cannot neglect the effect of randomness. We have to describe gene

expression as a stochastic process.

The stochasticity in gene expression, far from being a nuisance, can have great

value in a number of circumstances. For instance, stochasticity can induce diver-

sity in a population or allow organisms to optimize their metabolism in fluctuating

environments [5]. However, stability against fluctuations is essential when the pro-

tein product of one gene controls another gene, as occurs in many cases. Thus

understanding the origins of these fluctuations, and their dependence on parameters

characterizing gene expression requires theoretical modeling, which can be used to

make predictions and guide experiments.

The simplest stochastic model of gene expression was originally proposed in

1977 [6]. By assume that all these fundamental processes (e.g. transcription, transla-
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tion and decay of molecules) are Poisson processes, the probability that one reaction

with rate k for each of the molecule will take place during the small time interval t

to t�∆t is kt.

If we choose the time step to be small enough, then for any time step only

one process can be realized. Also the process picked up at a certain time doesn’t

depend on the history of the processes to be chosen. The dynamics of these genetic

expressions can be described by coupled birth-death processes. Birth corresponds

to synthesis while death occurs via degradation. So this set of transitions defines a

Markov system. Let Pm be the probability that the number of mRNA in the system

is m, Pp denote the probability that the number of protein in the system is p. So

the system can be described by Master Equations as follows:

dpmptq
dt

� kmPm�1ptq � pm� 1qγmPm�1ptq � pkm �mγmqPmptq

dPpptq
dt

� mkpPp�1ptq � pp� 1qγpPp�1ptq � pmkp � pγpqPpptq (1.4)

In the study of probability, given two random variables X and Y, the joint prob-

ability of X and Y is the probability of the intersection of the events X and Y, i.e.,

both events X and Y occurring together. If we use the joint probability Ppm,pqptq to

describe the probability that at certain time t, the number of mRNA is m and the

number of protein is p. the system can be described as:

dPm,pptq
dt

�kmPm�1,pptq � pm� 1qγmPm�1,pptq

�mkpPm,p�1ptq � pp� 1qγpPm,p�1ptq

�pkm �mγm �mkp � pγpqPm,pptq

(1.5)

The mean (or first moment) of a function fpxq :

xfpxqy �
»
fpxqP pxq dx (1.6)

6



Because m and p are discrete integer numbers, the mean should be:

xmy �
¸

mPm

xpy �
¸

pPp (1.7)

Also the probability should satisfy:
°
P pmq � 1 and

°
P ppq � 1. If we multiply

both side of Eqn. 1.4 by either m or p and summing over all possible value of m or

p, we can get the following differential equation for the mean value of mRNA and

protein:

dxmy
dt

� km � γmxmy

dxpy
dt

� kpxmy � γpxpy (1.8)

For a simple case of single gene expression, the synthesis and degradation rate of

both mRNA and protein are constant. From Eq. 1.8, in steady state, the mean and

Fano factor1 are:

xmy � km
γm

δm2

xmy � 1

xpy � kmb
γp

δp2

xpy � b
1�η � 1

where b � kp
γm

and η � γp
γm

. So the mRNA distribution is Poisson. Usually the

lifetime of protein is much long than the lifetime of mRNA, i.e., η ! 1, so the Fano

factor δp2

xpy � b� 1.

Although this calculation has been proposed in 1977, until relatively recently,

experiments studying the properties of gene expression focused on entire populations

of cells rather than individual cells because of the technical challenges involved in

making single-cell measurements. The first experimental observations, which suggest

this model is capable of explaining the properties of gene expression in prokaryotes,

was done by Ozbudak et al. [7] and Elowitz et al. [8] in bacteria in 2002.

1 Fano factor is a measure of noise strength. The definition of Fano factor is the variance over the
mean. For Poisson process, Fano factor equals 1.
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The development of techniques using fluorescent proteins, such as green fluores-

cent protein (GFP), led to an explosion in experimental work which showed that

gene expression is inherently stochastic in individual cells that continues until now.

Technological advances increase the temporal and spatial resolution with which RNA

can be studied, down to the single-cell and even single-molecule level [7, 9, 10]. A

lot of recent papers illustrate how high-resolution methods can provide insight into

the rate and regulation of distinct stages of transcription. For Example, Rabani et

al. provide high temporal resolution of RNA regulation by using metabolic label-

ing of RNA coupled to high-throughput RNA sequencing [11]; Larson et al. can

monitor transcription of single molecules over time in individual, living yeast cells

[12]; Harper et al. explored real-time dynamics in rat cells by using fluorescence

microscopy to monitor expression of reporter genes driven by prolactin promoter

[13]; So et al. quantified the number of copies of various mRNAs by single-molecules

fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH) in Escherichia coli [14].

Recent experimental advances have enabled an expansion of this qualitative pic-

ture into the quantitative measurement of the input (environmental changes)/output

(gene expression levels) relationships in single cells. A fundamental point that has

emerged from these studies is that gene expression at the single-cell level is intrin-

sically stochastic owing to the fact that the number of molecules involved in gene

expression (DNA, mRNA, transcription factors, etc.) in each cell is small. For ex-

ample, The small numbers of these molecules implies that the fluctuations can -

not, in general, be averaged away. Also DNA/transcription factor interactions are

� OpkBT q and hence subject to thermal fluctuations and diffusion is a major ran-

domizing influence on all reactions. These observations raise the following questions

– does noise play an important role in the cells’ ability to detect, encode and respond

to environmental changes, and if so, how do genetic networks work reliably in the

presence of this noise? Recent experimental [7, 8, 15–21] and theoretical [22, 23]

8



work has begun addressing these questions from a quantitative viewpoint.

Since the model is essentially stochastic, the relevant quantities are the probability

distributions of the variables m and p. A number of techniques, both numerical and

analytic, can be used to calculate the distribution as well as their low order moments,

the mean and the variance. Experiments are often limited in their ability to estimate

the entire distribution and thus restricted to estimating the mean and the variance.

Most, if not all, of these studies have examined these questions in single-celled or-

ganisms (yeast or bacteria) acting in response to quasi-static stimuli, such as steady-

state levels of nutrients, medium osmolarity or signaling molecules. This leaves open

the question how gene networks encode and respond to temporally varying stim-

uli. Quantitatively speaking, what is the input-output relation between activity and

transcription? How does intrinsic noise in transcription influence the protein out-

put? Is gene expression optimized for monitoring mean levels of activity or tracking

variations in activity instead? These are some of the many questions that arise. In

order to deduce this relationship, we need to understand the statistics of noisy gene

expression.

However, the simple model is insufficient to explain the experimental observations

in eukaryotes [16, 19, 20, 24, 25], where mRNA transcripts appear to be produced

in bursts. While the number of transcripts within a burst is Poisson-distributed, the

overall distribution is not. However, these observations are compatible with a more

sophisticated model in which the gene itself randomly transitioned between transcrip-

tionally active state DI and inactive state DA. Although the mechanism behind such

burst behavior is not known, the most likely explanation is that in eukaryotes, this

burst behavior is due to chromatin remodeling [13]: In eukaryotes, DNA is wrapped

around proteins called histones and packed into a very condensed structure called

chromatin which limits the access to transcription factors and RNAP. Chromatin

remodeling is the enzyme-assisted movement of nucleosomes on DNA. By moving
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nucleosomes, proteins like transcription factors can get access to DNA that was

previously unavailable, wrapped around nucleosome cores. Remodelers are thus nec-

essary to provide access to the underlying DNA to enable transcription. Experiments

that have managed to observe the production of mRNA transcripts of synthetic genes

suggest that transcription coincides with the opening of chromatin [19]. Moreover,

the decondensation of chromatin appears to be stochastic, consequently changes the

accessibility of the gene in a stochastic manner.

Previous studies [15, 19] have considered a model in which the fluctuations

of transcription rates are caused by overall dynamics that can be described by a

”random telegraph process”, where the gene switches between an active and an

inactive state:

DI

k�é
k�
DA (1.9)

TA � 1{k� and TI � 1{k� are the mean residence time for the active and inactive

states respectively. The probability distribution for the duration time a gene stays

at active or inactive state is exponential. The main properties of exponential dis-

tribution is memoryless, so the time already spent waiting in that state would not

affect how much longer one would have to wait until the next switch.

In Chapter 2, we describe a mathematical formalism that we use to represent

stochastic gene expression. We represent the elementary steps in a coarse-grained

manner as a Markov process and derive a master equation for the probability distri-

bution of the number of mRNA molecules. We then derive a time dependent solution

of mRNA distribution and how this distribution changes with time in response to

the changes of the rate corresponding to external stimuli. This model forms a ba-

sic building block for understanding the signal transmission and noise property of

transcription process.
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1.3 Post-transcriptional Function of Micro-RNAs

miRNAs are short (on average of 22 nucleotides long), non-coding RNA molecules

that act as post-transcriptional regulators [26]. miRNAs regulate gene expression

by base-pairing to target mRNA molecules at conserved sites in the 31 untranslated

regions of mRNAs, ultimately leading to a reduction in the levels of protein encoded

by the target mRNA [27]. Extensive evidence suggests that this suppression can

occur by either the repression of translation or induction of mRNA degradation. In

the former, miRNAs act as catalytic factors, preventing the initiation of transla-

tion, suppressing the production of proteins. In the latter, miRNAs act in a non-

catalytic fashion, leading to the degradation of the target mRNA and the miRNA

itself. Through either mechanism, miRNAs can keep gene products at extremely low

copy numbers. Although thousands of mammalian genes are potentially targeted by

miRNAs [27] and miRNAs have been identified as the primary negative regulators

of gene expression, the functions of miRNAs in the context of gene networks are still

not well understood [28–31].

Of particular relevance is the accumulating evidence that small non-coding RNAs

combine with transcriptional activators and repressors to regulate key developmental

events [29, 32–41]. Bioinformatics analysis have identified an abundance of negative

feedback motifs involving miRNAs and transcriptional activators and repressors that

control differentiation [28, 29, 31, 42]. These observations imply the existence of con-

siderable crosstalk between the miRNA-mediated posttranscription layer, and the

transcriptional regulation layer, whose dominant players, the transcription factors

(TFs), regulate the production of protein-coding mRNAs. Analysis of transcription

factor mediated feedback loops suggests that they serve to maintain protein expres-

sion at a fixed level. In this way, negative feedback loops buffer against fluctuations

arising from environmental variations as well as intrinsic stochasticity of biochemical
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reactions, imparting precision and robustness to regulation of gene expression. How-

ever, it is not clear whether miRNA-mediated negative feedback regulation similarly

acts to suppress fluctuations in TF numbers. Moreover, it is not known how the

feedback regulation of TF levels by miRNAs impact the activation of other genes

regulated by the same TFs.

To address these questions, we study the dynamics of a negative feedback circuit

consisting of a TF that activates the production of a miRNA, which in turn acts as a

translational repressor of the transcription factor. This model circuit is motivated by

a recent study suggesting that transcription factor, pitx3 and the microRNA, miR-

133b, form a negative feedback circuit in midbrain dopamine neurons [29]. Pitx3 is

a transcription factor for genes that mark the differentiation of precursor cells into

dopaminergic neurons in the mammalian midbrain. These neurons release dopamine,

an important neuromodulator involved in motivated behavior, learning and memory,

and the loss of these neurons results in Parkinson’s disease. miR-133 suppresses the

translation of pitx3 mRNA while pitx3 induces transcription of miR-133b. Thus, the

control of pitx3 levels by this feedback circuit may play a vital role in the maintenance

and survival of dopaminergic neurons.

We propose two simplified models which implement the non-catalytic and cat-

alytic mode of translational repression by miRNA: which we term the sequestration

model and the kinetic suppression model respectively. We show that these arise as

limiting cases of a more complete model of miRNA based repression. We character-

ize and compare the steady-state behavior and noise properties of the two different

modes of action of miRNA in this circuit. Specifically, we ask 1) how is the in-

trinsic noise of a gene network influenced by miRNA regulation and 2) whether

miRNA: mRNA degradation and degradation-independent translational repression

have a similar effect on the noise properties of the network. Finally, we show that

these two modes of translational repression have distinct effects on genes controlled
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by the common transcription factor.

1.4 Alternative Splicing

Eukaryotic genes were found to be broken up into small pieces of exons and introns.

RNA splicing removes introns from newly transcribed pre-mRNAs. This process is

catalyzed by spliceosome, including five small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles and

a large number of additional proteins. mRNA splicing mechanism is a prerequisite

mechanism for gene expression.

Alternative splicing of pre-mRNA is the prominent source of protein diversity .

During the process to remove intron from pre-mRNA to produce mature mRNA,

which occurs in most eukaryotic genes, particular exons may be included within, or

excluded from, the final, processed messenger RNA (mRNA) produced from that

gene. These alternatively spliced mRNA isoforms then can encode functionally dis-

tinct protein products. Of course, sometimes, mRNA isoforms don’t encode for any

protein.

Alternative splicing is more important than expected. In humans, about 95%

of multiexonic genes are alternatively spliced [43]. This is potentially a large noise

source for gene expression variability between individual cells. Changing alternative

splicing patterns in response to an stimulus seems to be a physiological process per-

formed by many cells. Sometimes, misregulation of alternative splicing is important

cause and indication of human genetic diseases[44, 45] as well as cancer [46, 47].

Although extensive researches have been done to establish the noise properties of

gene expression [7, 8, 48–52], little is known how splicing process itself influence the

noise properties of gene expression. Character this variability is also the key to un-

derstand how cells regulate the alternative splicing process in response to stimuli to

adjust levels of distinct functioned isoforms.

Diffusion of RNA molecules and proteins within the cell nucleus is central to
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genome function. According to the kinetic coupling model, owing to the high mo-

bility of splicing factors, they can directly assemble on the nascent intron splicing

site to facilitate splicing as soon as they are synthesized by RNA polymerase II and

exposed [53]. The splice-site consensus sequences can attract splicing regulatory

proteins to suppress or promote splicing [54]. Thus organisms can regulate alter-

native splicing site selection by changing the concentration and activity of splicing

regulatory proteins.

Previous studies [55] have demonstrated that by assuming a binomial outcome of

splicing due to fluctuation in splicing factors, mammalian cells minimize fluctuations

in mRNA isoform ratios by tightly regulating the splicing machinery. However, this

model is simply intuitive and doesn’t include analysis of any parameters other than

transcriptional rate. More work regarding diffusion of splicing factors is needed.

However, how diffusion of splicing factors affect alternative splicing process as

well as the noise properties in this system remains unknown. In Chapter 4, we fully

investigate the functional role of splicing factor diffusion as well as how it affect

the noise propagation in exon skipping. This work can also be extended to intron

retention and other kinds of alternative splicing.

1.5 Activity-dependent transcription in Neurons

Activity-dependent transcription is also very important in many aspect for nervous

system development as well as synaptic plasticity. Neurons, the core components of

the brain, are excitable cells, which signal to each other by rapid changes in their

membrane electrical potential (the action potential). Action potentials can then

cause the release of chemicals at connections between neurons (synapses), which

in turn leads to changes in membrane potentials of the recipient cells by means

of specialized proteins in the cell membrane. Action potentials not only mediate

signaling between neurons, but also control transcription of genes important for
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neuronal function. Among the many functions of activity dependent gene expression

is the alteration of the levels of key proteins at synapses, thereby altering the synaptic

connection between neurons for days or longer in response to changes of sensory

experience [56–60].

Neuronal activity opens ion channels, cause Influx of Ca2�. Ca2� then may enter

into nucleus and activate transcription factors (TFs). TFs bind to promoter region of

DNA and initiate transcription. So gene can be at silent state or at activated state.

The motivation of the first project is to investigate How neuronal gene expression can

respond to time varying signal. The second project studied a generalized negative

feedback regulation between microRNA and transcription factor, which may exists

in nervous system development where dopamine neurons are specified from precursor

cell. MicroRNA and transcription factor network are generally found in many cases.

Therefore, we want to understand the function role of noise in this negative feedback

loop. The motivation of the third project is the observation that splice isoform ∆FosB

seems to play a very important role in the development of addictive behavior. Trying

to connect FosB and ∆FosB all the way to synaptic plasticity is difficult because many

of the intermediate steps are not well understood. What we can try is to explore

is how alternative splicing itself will contribute to the noise propagation in gene

expression. This is motivated by neurobiology, however, it can also being applied

to many other biological systems since alternative splicing occurs in around 90% of

multi-exonic pre-mRNAs. Finally, I will conclude what we have learnt from these

projects and have a future outlook of what we can do next.
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2

Bursty Gene Expression Analysis

2.1 Model Description

While in most cases prokaryotic transcription can be explained by a Poisson model,

it is becoming increasingly clear that the number of transcripts when counted at

a single cell level show highly non-Poisson behavior [16, 19, 20, 24, 25] . These

observations are thus compatible with a more sophisticated model wherein the tran-

scriptional apparatus transitions between multiple states, all but one being inactive

for transcription. This may include, for instance, an RNA polymerase that is paused

at the promoter, and commences transcription when the transcription factor binds

to the promoter and allows polymerase escape. Another possibility is chromatin

remodeling. In eukaryotes, DNA is wrapped around proteins called histones and

packed into a very condensed structure called chromatin, which limits the access to

transcription factors and RNAP. Experiments that have managed to observe the pro-

duction of mRNA transcripts of synthetic genes suggest that transcription coincides

with the opening of chromatin. Moreover, the decondensation of chromatin appears

to be stochastic, consequently changing the accessibility of the gene in a stochastic
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of bursty transcription.

manner.

Given the observations of burstiness, a conceptual model of the most elementary

multi-state promoter, namely the two state promoter, as described in Figure 2.1, can

be constructed. The gene itself randomly transition between transcriptionally inac-

tive state DI and active state DA. This model contains four parameters: λ, the rate

at which the gene transitions from the inactive to the active state, which determine

the rate of transcription bursts; µ, the rate at which the gene transitions from the

active to inactive state, which determines the duration of transcription bursts; ν,

the rate of transcription when the gene is in the active state, which determine the

burst size, i.e., how many mRNAs are produced during each burst; and δ, the rate

of mRNA degradation. Scheme 2.1 describes the mathematical simplification of this

model.

Such a model was first analyzed by Peccoud and Ycart[61]. While the steady state

solutions of the mRNA distribution was obtained, the time-varying solution, essential

for our understanding of the dynamic control of gene expression by time-varying

stimuli, is not known. The aim of the following study is to try to understand the
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properties of bursts in gene expression. First, an expression for temporal evolution

of the mRNA distribution in bursty gene expression is obtained and analyzed. Then

the analysis is compared with computer simulation.

DI
λÝÑ DA activated gene,

DA
µÝÑ DI inactivated gene,

DA
νÝÑ DA �mRNA transcription,

mRNA
δÝÑ φ mRNA degradation. (2.1)

For simplicity, assuming all the rates are constant. The phase space of this system

can be written as

S � tpi,mq i P t0, 1u,m P N u . (2.2)

In any state, i � 0 denotes that the gene is inactive or cannot transcribe mRNA

while i � 1 implies that the gene is active and can transcribe mRNA. m denotes the

number of mRNA which are produced at a rate ν and degraded at a rate δ � m.

The gene remains activated during a random time distributed exponentially with

parameter µ on average. The model is a Markov model in which the gene transitions

randomly between an active state and an inactive state.

Let p0,m denote the probability that the gene is in the inactive state and m the

number of mRNA and p1,m be the analogous probability when the gene is in the active

state. So we have the following system of equations that govern these probabilities:

dp0,m

dt
� �pλ�mδqp0,mptq � δpm� 1qp0,m�1ptq � µp1,mptq,

dp1,m

dt
� �pµ� ν �mδqp1,mptq � δpm� 1qp1,m�1ptq � νp1,m�1ptq � λp0,mptq,

dp1,0

dt
� �pµ� νqp1,0ptq � δp1,1ptq � λp0,0. (2.3)
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The generating functions for this process are:

G0pz, tq �
8̧

m�0

zmp0,mptq, (2.4)

G1pz, tq �
8̧

m�0

zmp1,mptq. (2.5)

The sum Gpz, tq � G0pz, tq � G1pz, tq is the generating function for the total

mRNA probability distribution at time t.

2.2 Steady State Analysis of Bursty Transcription

We can get the exact solution of the steady state generating function (From Appendix

Equation A.21):

gpzq � lim
tÑ8

Gpz, tq � 1F1pa, b; ν
δ
pz � 1qq �

8̧

n�1

paqn
pbqnn!

pν
δ
qnpz � 1qn (2.6)

where a � λ
δ
, b � 1

δ
pλ� µq.

1F1pa, b; yq �
8̧

n�0

paqn
pbqnn!

yn is the confluent hypergeometric function of the first

kind, where paq0 � 1 and paqm � apa� 1qpa� 2q . . . pa�m� 1q.
From the steady state generating function, we can get all the moments of the

mRNA and then derive the steady state mean and Fano factor of mRNA and protein

molecules as follows:

xmy � νλ

δpµ� λq , (2.7)

δm2

xmy � xm2y � xmy2

xmy � 1� νµ

pµ� λqpµ� λ� δq . (2.8)
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Our expression for the mean and variance are identical to those obtained earlier

by Peccoud and Ycart [61]. The mean and variance of the steady state mRNA level

is not related to the initial state (gene active or inactive, initial mRNA number in the

nucleus). It only depends on the rate parameters and for steady state solution, only

three dimensionless parameters will affect the outcome: λ
δ
,µ
δ

and ν
δ
. Experimental

observations have indicated that the half-life of the mRNA is on the order of 5-10

minutes in bacteria [62], around 10 hours in human [63]. Any scaling will result in the

same stationary distribution, as such distributions are, by definition, independent of

time.

From the expression of the mean mRNA level (Equation 2.7), we can see that

changes in mRNA level can be obtained by modifying any of the four kinetic pa-

rameters characterizing mRNA production. Different external stimuli can modify

one or more parameters. For example, enzymes, such as histone acetyltransferases

(HATs), deacetylases, methyltransferases, and kinases can change chromatin remod-

eling process, thus change the rate gene turns on and off (λ or µ). Transcription

factors mainly changes the burst size, i.e., ν; the stability of mRNA lifetime (1
δ
) can

also be altered by level of decapping enzyme or micro-RNAs, etc.

As shown in figure 2.2, we analyze how the steady state mean and variance of

mRNA number altered in response to the changes of one of these parameters, µ. As

shown in Figure 2.2 (A) , the mean for bursty gene expression is always lower than

that for the gene which is always active (µ=0); If µ � λ, the mean for bursty gene is

half the value of that for activated gene. Also, the mean value of mRNA is linearly

proportional to the value of ν
δ
. Figure 2.2 (B) indicates the Fano factor of bursty gene

is always larger than that of active gene which obeys Poisson distribution. While the

inactivation rate µ increasing, the level of the mean mRNA number per cell decreases,

however, Fano factor first increase, then decrease. Especially when µ � a
λpλ� δq,
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(A)

(B)

Figure 2.2: The mean and Fano factor of mRNA as a function of gene inactivation
rate, u. λ � 1.0; ν � 10.0; δ � 0.5. While the inactivation rate increasing, the level
of the mean mRNA number per cell decreases, however, Fano factor first increases
then decreases. Especially when µ � a

λpλ� δq, Fano factor achieves a maximum:
F � 1� ν

p?λ�?λ�δq2 .

Fano factor achieve maximum: F � 1� v
p?λ�?λ�δq2 .

We also plot Fano factor versus mean in response to different parameter changes.

As shown in Figure 2.3, in each of the subfigures, we vary one parameter and keep the

other three constant. We can see, by varying different parameters, that the relations

between the mRNA mean and Fano factor are quite different. This has practical

uses for experiments. By monitoring the relation between the mean and Fano factor

of mRNA with changes of external stimuli, we can have a sense which parameter

(parameters) altered in response to those stimuli.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.3: The noise properties of mRNA: The Fano factor F � pxm2y �
xmy2q{xmy, is plotted as a function of the mean mRNA number xmy. Blue dots
represent computer simulation results, black line is from theoretical calculation. (a)
varying δ. λ � µ � 1.0, ν � 10. (b) varying ν. λ � µ � 1.0,δ � 0.5; (c) varying µ,
λ � 1.0, ν � 10, δ � 0.5. (d) varying λ. µ � 1.0, ν � 10, δ � 0.5.

2.3 Complex Analysis to get Steady State Probability Distribution

Below we will use the complex analysis to get the probability distribution for different

mRNA numbers m for steady state. First, we need to generalize the variable z to be

a complex variable.

If a function fpzq can be represented by a Laurent series of the form:

fpzq �
8̧

n�0

anpz � aqn �
8̧

n�0

bn
pz � aqn . (2.9)

Then

an � Residuer fpzq
pz�aqn�1 s (2.10)

bn � Residuer fpzq
pz�aq�n�1 s. (2.11)
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Thus

pmptÑ 8q � Residuer gpzq
zm�1

s. (2.12)

pmpt Ñ 8q represents the probability to have m mRNA at steady state. The full

analytical expression of the steady state mRNA probability pmpt Ñ 8q can be cal-

culated as following:

pmptÑ 8q � 1

m!

paqm
pbqm p

v

δ
qm1F1pm� a,m� b;�v

δ
q. (2.13)

where paq0 � 1 and paqm � apa� 1qpa� 2q . . . pa�m� 1q, as defined previously

in confluent hypergeometric series.

Because paqm � Γpm�aq
Γpaq , we can also write Equation 2.13 in the following form:

pmptÑ 8q � 1

m!

Γpm� aqΓpbq
Γpm� bqΓpaqp

v

δ
qm1F1pm� a,m� b;�v

δ
q, (2.14)

So we not only know the first few moments of mRNA distribution, but also know

the exact probability distribution of mRNA. As shown in Figure 2.4, we plotted some

probability distribution with different parameters. Figure 2.4a, 2.4c show that if

transcription rate is much less than mRNA degradation rate, no matter how fast the

transition between active and inactive state, the mRNA number will be near zero.

Figure 2.4a shows that if transcription rate is fast, activation/inactivation rate is low,

then there will be two stable fixed point in the system. i.e., if the system is inactive, it

will remain inactive for a long time; if it switches to active state, then it will remain

active for a long time and produce mRNA at a relatively fast rate. Figure 2.4a

shows us that if both transcription rate and activation/inactivation rate are high,

then there will be one stable fixed point in the system and the mRNA distribution is

bell shaped. Because we have an analytical expression of probability distribution of

mRNA (Equation 2.13), as long as we know the value of these four rates, we can get
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.4: mRNA probability distribution characteristic diagram: (a) λ � µ �
0.1δ, ν � 0.1δ, (b) λ � µ � 0.1δ, ν � 10δ, (c) λ � µ � 10δ, ν � 0.1δ, (d)
λ � µ � 10δ, ν � 10δ.

the probability distribution of mRNAs. Different values of parameters can result in

different mRNA distribution, which can be used to extract parameters from mRNA-

counting experiments, potentially revealing new information about which parameters

are subjected to regulation [14].

Figure 2.5 shows how probability distributions change with the change of tran-

scription rate. We plot in two cases: 1) When activation rate and inactivation rate

are equally high: in this case, if transcription rate is low, mRNA is almost zero,

while transcription rate ν increases, the peak of the mRNA distribution increases; 2)

When activation rate and inactivation rate are equally low: in this case, at first, it’s

the same as in previous case. If transcription rate ν is low, mRNA is almost zero,

while ν increases, the peak of the mRNA distribution increases. However, while

transcription rate continues increasing, mRNA will have two peaks, one near zero,

and the other increases with the increase of transcription rate.
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(a) λ � µ " δ

(b) λ � µ ! δ

Figure 2.5: How mRNA probability distribution evolve with the change of tran-
scription rate: (a) λ � µ � 1.0, δ � 0.1; (b) λ � µ � 0.01, δ � 0.1
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Figure 2.6: How mRNA probability distribution evolve with the change of bursty
rate. ν � 1.0, δ � 0.1

Figure 2.6 shows how the probability distribution changes with the change of

activation rate λ and inactivation rate µ (assume λ � µ changes simultaneously).

We can see that the probability distribution will almost remain unchanged while

λ � µ becomes big enough. That may indicate that if the system transitions between

activated state and inactivated state is fast enough, it will not alter the mean value

as well as the noise properties of mRNA.
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2.4 Time Evolution Analysis of Bursty Transcription

While the steady state distribution is informative, it does not tell us anything about

how the transcriptional process behaves in response to changes in parameters. Cells

have to respond to varying environmental conditions by altering their complement of

expressed genes. The changes in environmental parameters can manifest themselves

as time-varying parameters. Understanding how these affect the evolution of the

mRNA distribution is therefore of utmost importance.

For simplicity, we first assume initially mpt � 0q � 0. Then we can also get the

time-dependent solution of the generating function (From Appendix Equation A.58):

Gpz, tq � 1F1pa, b; νδ pz � 1qqθpz, tq
1F1pa, b; νδ pz � 1qe�δtq

� 1F1p1� a� b, 2� b; ν
δ
pz � 1qqp1� θpz, tqq

1F1p1� a� b, 2� b; ν
δ
pz � 1qe�δtq ep1�bqδt, (2.15)

where

θpz, tq � �
1� aX

bpb� 1q
1F1pa� 1, b� 1;Xq1F1p1� a� b, 2� b;Xq

1F1pa, b;Xq1F1p1� a� b, 1� b;Xq
��1

. (2.16)

X � Xpz, tq � ν
δ
pz � 1qe�δt. It’s defined here to shorten the expression.

From the time dependent generating function, we can further get the time de-

pendent mean and Fano factor as below (from Appendix Equation A.62 and Equa-

tion A.64):
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xmptqy � νapb� 1� be�δt � e�bδtq
δbpb� 1q , (2.17)

δm2

xmy � 1� xmptqy (2.18)

� ν

δ

 
2pa�bq
b�1

e�pb�1qδt � 2pb�a�1q
b�2

e�bδt � pa�1qb
b�2

e�2δt � 2ae�δt � pa�1qpb�1q
b�1

(
bp1� e�δtq � p1� e�bδtq ,

(2.19)

where a � λ
δ
, b � λ�µ

δ
. We can also get the time-dependent probability distribu-

tion. Due to the complexity of the expression, we didn’t list it here.

This is a very meaningful discovery. So now we can know exactly how the system

evolves with time. We can also know the mean and variance of a transcription system

at any specific time. It’s a powerful tool allowing us to investigate more deeply how

every parameter affect transcription process. For example, Figure 2.7 shows that at

a specific time point, how change of activation rate λ from one value to another will

change the mean and Fano factor of the system and how they evolve with time.

Also, due to changes of different parameters at a specific time t0, even after some-

time, the steady state mean value will be the same, the time evolution process will

be different and the noise properties will also be different. Assuming external signal

increases transcription script level of a bursty gene, this can be done in four differ-

ent ways : 1) increase transcription rate; 2) increase activation rate or 3) decrease

inactivation rate, 4) decrease degradation rate. We analysis how these four ways can

affect the time evolution process as well as the noise properties of the system. As

shown in Figure 2.8,

Also to be noted, if b � λ�µ
δ

¡ 1, the characteristic time τc � 1
δ
. If b � λ�µ

δ
  1,

the characteristic time τc � 1
bδ
� 1

λ�µ . In this case, the characteristic time is only

related to the bursty rates λ and µ. Transcriptional rate ν and degradation rate δ

will change the amplitude of xmy, but not the characteristic time. The characteristic
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Figure 2.7: Time evolution of the mean and Fano factor of mRNA. Red line is the
calculation results of the time evolution of the mean and Fano factor of mRNA. Blue
dots show computer simulation results of the time evolution of the mean value and
Fano factor of mRNA. parameter λ changes from 0.1 to 0.5 at time t � 600 second,
values of other parameters: ν � 0.1, δ � 0.01 and µ � 0.1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: How different parameters influence the time evolution process as well
as the noise properties of transcription: from t � 0 to 50 seconds, λ0 � 0.2, µ0 � 1.0,
ν0 � 5.0 and δ0 � 0.1. This is represented with blue line. At the time t � 50,
assuming one of the four parameters changes: If λ changes from 0.2 to 2.0 (red line),
or µ changes from 1.0 to 0.1 (green line), or ν changes from 5.0 to 20.0 (orange
line), or δ changes from 0.1 to 0.025 (purple line), the mean mRNA will converge to
the same value; however, the time properties of this convergence as well as the time
evolution of the Fano factor will be quite different.
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time can measure the time needed for a system to respond under external stimuli to

an equilibrium condition from a non-equilibrium condition. Interestingly, if b   1,

the response speed is unrelated to the transcription rate and degradation rate.

2.5 Discussion

In summary, we are the first to derive the time-evolution solution for the mean and

Fano factor of mRNA during bursty gene expression as well as the full distribu-

tion of mRNA. This is adequate for relating model parameters to experiments in

which neurons are genetically modified to allow the observation of transcription at

a single activity-dependent gene. The model can now be extended to study how

temporal variations in different parameters would affect the process of transcription

and mRNA statistics. We note that deriving the mRNA and protein distribution

simultaneously is not possible analytically. However, in the limit that protein life-

times are significantly longer than mRNA lifetimes, proteins can be shown to be

gamma-distributed according to the number of mRNA.
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3

Quantifying Negative Feedback Regulation by
micro-RNAs

miRNAs are transcribed from independent miRNA genes or are portions of introns of

protein-coding RNA polymerase II transcripts as precursor RNAs that are processed

by the enzymes, Dicer and Drosha. The processed miRNA is assembled into a char-

acteristic stem loop structure, cleaved into single strands and loaded onto specialized

proteins of the Argonaute (Ago) family, forming an RNA-induced silencing complex

(RISC). The RISC complex can then bind to its target mRNA at complementary

sequences (7-8 nucleotides long) in the untranslated 31 region of the target. This

binding leads to suppression of translation in a number of different ways [64, 65].

Perfect or almost perfect complementary leads to the cleavage of miRNA-mRNA du-

plex [26, 66]. However, this mechanism is relatively rare in animals [26, 67]. Instead,

miRNAs tend to destabilize mRNAs by deadenlylation, leading to marked reduction

in their abundance, and a consequent decrease in protein levels. The most prevalent

mechanism of miRNA action is to repress translation by blocking steps in translation

initiation or elongation [26, 65]. The repressed mRNAs accumulate into specialized

protein aggregates called P-bodies, where they are either degraded or stored. Impor-
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tantly, accumulation of miRNA/mRNA complexes into these P-bodies is correlated

with fewer translating ribosomes, leading to lowered translational output for that

mRNA. In all cases, mRNA and miRNA can pair with each other in a stoichiometric

fashion and move to a translationally incompetent pool.

Extensive work has shown that the complex machinery of gene expression can be

described by a coarse-grained model that treats transcription of mRNA and transla-

tion of the mRNA message into proteins as discrete events, lumping together many

of the component steps into single processes. We assume that the gene encoding the

transcription factor (TF) is transcribed at a rate αm, possibly specified by upstream

environmental factors and translated from the mRNA at a constant rate kp. The TF

is degraded at a constant rate γp. The transcription factor in turn activates miRNA

synthesis. Thus, the rate of miRNA synthesis, αµ is a function of the number of

transcription factors modeled as a Hill function:

αµ � σpn{ppn � knd q, (3.1)

where σ is the constant transcriptional rate with sufficient TFs, kd is the dissocia-

tion constant of transcription factor complex from the promoter region of miRNA

gene, and n is the Hill coefficient. A coefficient of one indicates TFs bind to the

gene regulatory region independently of each other and coefficients greater than

one indicate positive cooperativity between TFs. As many TFs dimerize and ac-

tivate the transcription of the miRNA (i.e., fos/fos, fos/jun, creb, etc.), we choose

a Hill exponent of 2. Thus, the transcriptional rate of miRNA can be written as

αµ � gppq � σp2{pp2 � k2
dq. This implicitly assumes that the dimerization of the

transcription factors and their binding to the miRNA gene promoter is rapid relative

to other timescales in the system. However, we note that relaxing the dimerization

assumption does not qualitatively alter our results below. Note that here we have

assumed that the promoters of the TF and miRNA genes are always active with no
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“bursting”due to remodeling of the chromatin environment [16, 19, 68]. Both mRNA

and miRNA are degraded at constant rates γm and γµ respectively.

Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the miRNA-mediated negative feedback loop.

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic diagram of the generic miRNA based feedback

network. The component processes of translational regulation by miRNA have been

described by Levine et al. and can be generalized to include the negative feedback. A

key parameter in this model the probability with which miRNA is co-degraded with

the mRNA in the processed state. Considering the limit where miRNA and mRNA

interact as an irreversible second-order process that forms a RISC complex at a con-

stant rate κ, yields the “sequestration model ”. Importantly, we note that the sup-

pression of translation following miRNA/mRNA interaction is relatively rapid [64],

justifying our assumption that the mRNA/RISC complex is effectively incapable of

translation. On the other hand, assuming that the miRNA is released and available

for reuse leads to a model where miRNAs act catalytically to suppress translation

leads to a second model, which we term the “kinetic suppression model”. Below, we
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analyze the steady-state and noise properties of the miRNA-based feedback network

in the two limiting cases and postpone the discussion of the more complete model to

a later publication.

3.1 Sequestration Model

A large body of evidence suggests that gene expression is inherently stochastic in

nature [7, 8, 15–21], with both intrinsic fluctuations generated by the noisy timing

of individual chemical reactions and extrinsic fluctuations due to environmental and

other cell-extrinsic factors. Assuming that the intermediate states of the miRNA-

mRNA complex are at steady-state, the phase space of the network is characterized

by the following three variables, the mRNA number, m, the miRNA number, µ and

the protein number, p. The probability of having m mRNA, µ miRNA and p protein

molecules at time t thus satisfies the following master equation:

d

dt
pm,µ, pq � αmP pm� 1, µ, pq � pm� 1qγmP pm� 1, µ, pq

� gppqP pm,µ� 1, pq � pµ� 1qγµP pm,µ� 1, pq

� mkpP pm,µ, p� 1q � pp� 1qγpP pm,µ, p� 1q

� pm� 1qpµ� 1qκP pm� 1, µ� 1, pq

� tαm �mγm � gppq � µγµ �mkp � pγp �mµκuP pm,µ, pq (3.2)

where P pm,µ, pq is the joint probability for mRNA, miRNA and protein numbers to

be m,µ and p respectively. The steady state joint distribution, P pm,µ, pq cannot be

solved analytically. However, experimentally accessible variables are often not the

entire distribution, but the mean molecule numbers and their variance. A generating

function approach can be generally used to derive these moments, but the presence of

the nonlinear term, κmµ, means that the moment equations do not close. However,

some progress can be made by multiplying this master equation in turn by m, µ
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and p, and summing over all possible m, µ and p, to obtain the familiar mass action

equations: $''''''''&
''''''''%

dxmy
dt

� αm � γmxmy � κxmµy

dxµy
dt

� αµ � γµxµy � κxmµy

dxpy
dt

� kpxmy � γpxpy.

(3.3)

The angle brackets represent the average values of a large ensemble of different

realization of these stochastic processes. At steady-state, the average value over large

population equals the mean value over the time, showing correspondence between

the mass-action and the mean-field models.

3.1.1 miRNA-based Feedback Introduces an Expression Threshold

These mass action equations cannot be solved analytically. In the following, we will

explore the general steady-state properties and the nature of intrinsic fluctuations

within this negative feedback circuit. For concreteness, we fixed some of the pa-

rameters based on experimental observations [69–72]. Specifically γm, γp have been

measured in eukaryotic cells. Across the population, typically γm
γp
� 10, i.e., protein

life times are significantly longer than their mRNA. Since the rates of degradation of

miRNA have not been extensively measured, we assumed γm � γµ. In order to make

analytic progress, we derive a mean-field model by assuming that the miRNA and

mRNA numbers are uncorrelated. Then, the nonlinear term in Eq. B.4 factorizes to

yield xmµy � xmyxµy. This allows us to simplify the equations and obtain steady

state solutions for the mean-field equations. Under this approximation, mRNA pro-

duction can be treated as a birth-death process, with a birth rate α and an effective

degradation rate γ�m � γm�κxµy. Since miRNA-mediated suppression involves an in-

termediary species, another natural control parameter is the rate of mRNA synthesis
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itself. As such, this serves as a proxy for upstream control factors, such as environ-

mental signals, developmental events etc., that engage transcriptional machinery to

initiate synthesis of the TF.

As shown in Figure 3.2, the mean mRNA number and the mean TF number

exhibit a threshold-linear behavior as a function of the mRNA transcription rate αm

in this negative feedback loop. This has been previously shown for the case when

miRNA serves to repress translation in feed-forward fashion [73] and also appears to

be qualitatively operant in a similar fashion even when the miRNA acts in a feedback

mode. Thus, in either case, miRNAs serve to impose an expression threshold allowing

cells to buffer against environmental fluctuations.

A second natural control parameter is the peak transcriptional rate of miRNA, σ.

When it is very small relative to mRNA production (α), (as in Figure 2 for σ=0.01),

the miRNA production is very small, almost negligible. Thus, the system can be

treated as the simplest case with the property of linear relationship between gene

product and αm: xmy � αm{γm, xpy � αm � kp{pγmγpq.. For larger σ, depending

on the value of transcription rate of αm compared to the peak transcriptional rate

of miRNA, σ, the system can be classified into three regimes: the repressed regime

(αm ! σ), the crossover regime (αm � σ) and the expressing regime (αm " σ). While

in the repressed regime, mRNA synthesis is strongly repressed by miRNA, keeping

overall TF levels very low. This threshold ensures that only strong enough signals,

which can drive the αm value to the expressing regime can trigger the synthesis of

gene products.

Increasing the strength of the negative feedback, κ, leads to a sharper crossover

between the repressed regime and the expressing regime until it reaches a saturating

value as shown in Figure 3.3. Beyond the threshold (α � σ), i.e., in the expressing

regime, there is a linear relationship between the number of mRNA (m), TFs (p)

and αm and the slope of the xmy-αm curve represents the sensitivity of the system
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Figure 3.2: miRNA-based feedback introduces an expression threshold in seques-
tration model. The mean value of mRNA (A), miRNA (B) and protein (C) are
shown as a function of αm for four different values of the peak miRNA transcrip-
tional rate (σ). When σ is extremely small, m and p are proportional to αm because
there is almost no miRNA synthesis. For larger σ, the miRNA-based feedback in-
troduces a threshold at αm � σ. All the asymptotic lines are parallel to each other.
γm � γµ � 0.01, γp � 0.002, κ � 1.0, kp � 0.1 and kd � 200.0.38
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Figure 3.3: Increasing miRNA-mediated feedback strength sharpens the expres-
sion threshold. Mean protein numbers as a function of upstream transcription rate.
The different curves show how threshold expression depends on the strength of
miRNA/mRNA association rate. Mean protein expression shows a crossover regime
from low expression to linear expression with increasing transcription rate. As the
strength of miRNA/mRNA association, κ, increases, the threshold becomes sharper.
The solid curve is a perfect threshold-linear behavior. The parameters are set as
γm � γµ � 0.01, γp � 0.002, σ � 0.5, kp � 0.1, kd � 200.0.

in response to external signals. Both m and p are proportional to αm: dxmy
dαm

�

1{γm, dxpydαm
� kp{pγmγpq. The linearized relationship between   p ¡ and αm is plotted

as black line in Figure 3.3, denoted by   p ¡� kp
γmγp

pαm � σq. While the mRNA

and protein abundance show a threshold-linear behavior, the miRNA levels within

this feedback circuit exhibit a non-monotonic behavior (Figure 3.2B): at low mRNA

synthesis rate, there is very little synthesis of the TF and consequently, the synthesis

of the miRNA is low. At high synthesis rates, most of the miRNAs stoichiometrically

combine with mRNAs and accumulate in the translationally inactive pool. Since

the mRNA is in excess, all the miRNAs are consumed, leaving a large number of

translationally competent mRNAs that can engage in synthesis of the TF protein.
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Moreover, since this pool does not feel the effect of miRNA based repression, the

effective degradation rate of this excess pool of mRNAs is the native degradation

rate of the mRNA, γm. We note that the non-monotonicity of mean miRNA number

and the threshold linear behavior of the mean protein levels are observed for a wide

variety of parameter combinations.

3.1.2 miRNA based Negative Feedback Amplifies Noise in the Sequestration Model
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Figure 3.4: miRNA and mRNA levels are anti-correlated. Temporal evolution of
mRNA (black) and miRNA (gray) in a Monte-Carlo simulation of the sequestration
model using the Gillespie algorithm. The parameters are set as αm � 1, γm � γµ �
0.01, γp � 0.001, κ � 1.0, σ � 1.0, kd � 200.0, kp � 0.1. The anti-correlation suggests
that assuming xmµy � xmyxµy is not valid.

A conventional interpretation of negative feedback motifs in genetic circuits is

that they generally serve to decrease expression noise, suppressing fluctuations while

maintaining near constant mean levels of the components. However, depending on

the timescales of the various component process (RNA polymerase binding, repressor

multimerization and binding etc.), noise levels can moderately increase relative to

unregulated systems with increasing negative feedback strength [74–78]. These in-

sights have been derived from examining the behavior of genetic circuits that involve
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genes that code for repressor proteins that block their own transcription by binding

to promoter (or promoter-proximal) regions of their own genes. In order to assess

the impact of miRNA based negative feedback, we next examined the intrinsic noise

properties of our network using the Fano factor as a measure of the fluctuations.

The Fano factor [79] is typically independent of system volume and measures how

much the size of internal fluctuations deviates from what is expected from Poisson

statistics, for which the Fano factor equals one.
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Figure 3.5: Negative feedback amplifies expression noise in the sequestration
model. (A)-(C). Fano factor of mRNA, miRNA and protein are plotted versus αm.
Solid lines represent the simulation results and dashed lines represent the analyti-
cal calculation from the mean field model. The mean field model cannot be used
to describe the system around the threshold, where the mRNA and miRNA levels
are comparable. The solid straight line in (C) represents the asymptote for protein
Fano factor value for large αm. (D). Histogram protein numbers at steady state for

αm � 1.0: the mean values are xpy � 600, δp
2

xpy � 43.2. The protein distribution shows

a long tail, which suggests that while mean values may be kept low, protein numbers
can exhibit large values across the population allowing the transcription factor to
act at promoters with widely different sensitivities.

We first consider how noise properties depend on environmental control signals
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that are encoded in the parameter αm, the synthesis rate of the target mRNA. The

mean field model states that steady state mRNA number should reach a Poisson

distribution with Fano factor, (the ratio of the mRNA number variance and mean)

δm2

xmy � 1. The Fano factor of the TF can be readily calculated to be

δp2

xpy � 1� kp
γp � γm � κ xµy . (3.4)

As expected, the Fano factor for protein numbers is larger than 1, because each

mRNA leads to the synthesis of a burst of proteins before degradation, with a “burst”

size of kp{pγpp1 � γ1mqq [75]. In the mean-field model, the effect of the miRNA is to

increase the degradation rate of mRNA, leading to a smaller burst size and lower

variability. In order to validate our assumptions, we used the Gillespie algorithm1

to perform stochastic simulations of the full model. We find that the mRNA and

miRNA levels are strongly anti-correlated (Figure 3.4), with periods of high mRNA

levels corresponding to low miRNA levels and vice versa, as has been widely noted in

experiment [80]. This can be understood as follows: increases in mRNA levels lead to

the synthesis of the TF, which then leads to the transcription of the miRNA. These

miRNA molecules can now bind to the mRNA, and move them to the translationally

inactive pool, resulting in a net loss of both mRNA and miRNA. However, if the

mRNA levels are high to begin with, most of the miRNA molecules are saturated,

with only an excess of mRNA levels remaining. On the other hand, a large fluctuation

in miRNA levels reduces mRNA numbers stoichiometrically, leaving excess miRNA

free. These observations imply that our assumption that the nonlinear term can

be factorized is invalid and that the effective degradation rate γ�m must include the

effects of this correlation between mRNA and miRNA levels. Moreover, since the

correlation is negative, we would expect that the effective degradation rate be smaller

1 Gillespie algorithm is a discrete-event simulation algorithm that produces single realizations of
the stochastic process that are in exact statistical agreement with the master equation.
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than when there is no miRNA-based translational repression. Consequently, we

should see an increase in the effective burst size, and hence a larger Fano factor for

protein fluctuations than without miRNA-mediated repression.
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Figure 3.6: Expression variability increases with negative feedback strength. Fano
factor of TF numbers is plotted versus the strength of bimolecular miRNA-mRNA
association rate, κ for sequestration model. The transcription rate, αm � 1.2, at
the cross-over point in Figure 3.3. Other parameters were set at γm � γµ � 0.01,
γp � 0.001, σ � 1.0, kp � 0.1, kd � 100.0. For κ=0, there is no miRNA-mediated
translational repression, and Fano factor is the lowest. The Fano factor increases
with κ, until it reaches a saturating value.

To verify our intuitive observations, we conducted large scale simulations to study

the noise properties of the network as a function of key control parameters. Surpris-

ingly, the Fano factors of all three components showed non-monotonic behavior as

αm was increased, with peak Fano factors well in excess of what is predicted by the

mean field model as well as the case of the unregulated gene (Figure 3.5). Further-

more, the non-monotonicity is obtained over a wide range of values for the negative

feedback strength κ, peak miRNA transcription rate, σ and protein synthesis rates

kp (data not shown). Moreover, we find that the mean field model is only appli-

cable in certain limiting regimes. If the mRNA synthesis rate, αm is much smaller
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or much larger than σ, the mean field model can capture the noise properties of

the system. In the case where αm is low and m ! µ, the mRNA is strongly re-

pressed by miRNA. Because of the excess miRNA, xµy, the denominator is large in

Eq. 3.4 is large and thus the Fano factors of mRNA and TF are small. On the other

hand, when m " µ, the miRNA number is strongly repressed due to the binding

of mRNA and miRNA, leaving the excess mRNA translationally active. Thus, the

effect of miRNA regulation diminishes and can be neglected. In this case, the Fano

factor of both mRNA and protein number asymptotically tends to the value where

there is effectively no miRNA-mediated repression, i.e., δm2

xmy � 1, δp
2

xpy � 1 � kp
γp�γm ,

which is plotted as the asymptotic line in Figure 3.5. This is also in accordance with

Eq. 3.4 while κµÑ 0. Interestingly, when αm � σ, i.e., the synthesis rates of mRNA

and miRNA are comparable, the Fano factors of mRNA and TF numbers are much

larger than the mean field prediction as can be seen in Figure 3.5. This amplification

is due to the anti-correlation between the mRNA and miRNA. Noise in stoichio-

metrically coupled systems such as miRNA-based gene regulation has been studied

earlier [81–84]. These studies suggest the existence of a crossover regime character-

ized by enhanced stochastic fluctuations. This near-critical behavior is reminiscent

of the critical fluctuations near phase transitions [85]. Accordingly, we find that the

TF number distribution shows a long tail (Figure 3.5D), which suggests that while

negative feedback by miRNA keeps the mean TF number low, there can be large

temporal or population variation. This variation naturally arises because the effect

of miRNA is to reduce the overall number of mRNA. Thus any surviving mRNA has

to rapidly engage in a burst of translation before it is consumed either be mRNA

decay or binding to a miRNA-loaded RISC complex. We will examine the effect

of this variation in a gene cascade in a later section. Moreover, we note that such

large fluctuations in the protein levels can be obtained even without transcriptional
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bursting, i.e. for promoters that are continuously active.

We next examined the noise properties as a function of the strength of negative

feedback, in this case represented by the bimolecular association rate, κ. We focused

on the region where the noise properties of the network are amplified relative to no

miRNA based feedback. Thus, we fixed α � 1.2, a value around which the Fano

factor of TF levels peaks (Figure 3.5C), to see how the Fano factor varies with the

strength of negative feedback. While κ � 0, there is no negative feedback, the noise

in the system is at a minimum as shown in Figure 3.6, which is close to that of an

unregulated system. As κ increases, the interaction between mRNA and miRNA

is strengthened and the noise in TF numbers become larger. Then finally, when κ

is very large, the Fano factor saturates to an asymptotic value, much larger than

that for an unregulated gene. The limiting values of the Fano factor with increasing

feedback strength are distinct from the case of negative feedback mediated by a

protein repressor, where increasing the strength of negative feedback (i.e. the affinity

of the repressor to the gene promoter) for a fixed transcription rate increases the Fano

factor over what would be expected for an unrepressed gene while tending to a lower

value for weak and intermediate feedback strengths [74, 76–78]

However, we note that the origins of the increased fluctuations are similar. For

protein-based repression with a given transcriptional rate, the high affinity of the

repressor implies that most of the time, the gene is inactive with few mRNAs being

transcribed. Upon brief dissociations of the repressor from the gene, transcription

can commence and result in bursts of synthesis of both mRNA and the repressor

protein. Thus, the effective timescale of these bursts is determined by the dissoci-

ation rate of the repressor. For repressors with weak affinity to the promoter, this

additional noise source vanishes as the repressor-gene interaction approaches steady-

state and the Fano factor tends to an asymptotic value δp2

xpy � b
1�η � 1 � kp

γp�γm � 1,
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the burst size, b � kp{pγm � γpq is the average burst size and η � γp{γm. On the

other hand, in miRNA mediated feedback repression, increasing the miRNA/mRNA

association rate lowers the overall mRNA levels, leading to rare bursts of synthesis,

while reducing it approximates a situation with no feedback regulation. In summary,

in the sequestration model, miRNA-based negative feedback in physiologically rele-

vant regimes actually amplifies the noise relative to what would be expected either

in case of a protein-repressor mediated feedback [75] or the case where there is no

feedback.

3.2 Kinetic Suppression Model

$''''''''&
''''''''%

dm

dt
� αm �mγm � ηm

dµ

dt
� gppq � µγµ � ηµ

dp

dt
� fpm,µq � pγp � ηp,

(3.5)

where gppq � σp2{pp2 � k2
dq and fpm,µq � mkp

1�βµ2 .

Given the abundance of miRNA and the diversity of targets for a single miRNA,

under some conditions, translational regulation by miRNA can be considered to act

catalytically, i.e., miRNAs bind to mRNA at the regulating sites and repress trans-

lation initiation or elongation with the number of miRNA itself being unchanged.

This scenario is valid under conditions of relatively weak miRNA/mRNA binding and

large miRNA concentrations. We represent this catalytic mode of action by assum-

ing that the miRNAs act in a Michaelis-Menten fashion to repress translation. The

transcription of mRNA and miRNA as well as the degradation of mRNA, miRNA

and TF protein have the same form as in the previous (sequestration) model. We

model the translational repression by taking translation rates to be decreasing Hill

functions of the number of miRNA regulatory molecules. i.e., k�p � fpm,µq � mkp
1�βµ2 .
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In the circuit analyzed here, we denote β as the strength of negative feedback repre-

senting the effect of the control of TF synthesis by the miRNA. Given the abundance

of the components, we model the post-transcriptional regulation through miRNAs

using mass action equations with three molecular species: the number of miRNA

molecules µ, the number of target mRNA molecules m, and the number of regulated

TF molecules, p [73, 83, 84, 86–88].

The effect of intrinsic noise is included by Langevin terms, ηm, ηµ and ηp denot-

ing the intrinsic fluctuations of the mRNA, miRNA and protein respectively, that

describe the statistical fluctuations in the underlying biochemical reactions [89].

The dynamics of these processes can then be described by the following Langevin

equations:

The Langevin terms ηi model intrinsic noise by treating the birth and death of

the different species as independent Poisson processes, representing the stochastic

creation and destruction of mRNA, miRNA and TF. We have dropped the cross-

term ηm,µ since we assume that miRNAs act catalytically, where these two levels are

uncorrelated.

The Langevin terms are characterized within the linear noise approximation [89]

by two-point time correlation functions:

$'''&
'''%

xηmptqηmpt1qy �pαm �mγmqδpt� t1q

xηµptqηµpt1qy �pgppq � µγµqδpt� t1q

xηpptqηppt1qy �pfpm,µq � pγpqδpt� t1q.

(3.6)

The linear-noise approximation is a good approximation even for nonlinear systems

with small fluctuations. This is confirmed by the simulation results which use the

exact Gillespie algorithm (see Figure 3.7). In order to obtain expressions for the noise

properties of the different species, we find the steady state solution of the model and

then linearize around this to compute the response of the variables m, µ and p to
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the Langevin forcing terms ηm, ηµ and ηp. In the linear approximation, the steady

state is also the mean value. So m �  m ¡ �δm, µ �  µ ¡ �δµ and p �  p ¡ �δp.
Linearizing the Langevin equations around their steady states, we obtain:

d

dt

�
� δm

δµ
δp

�
�

�
� �γm 0 0

0 �γµ Bg
Bp

Bf
Bm

Bf
Bµ �γp

�

�
� δm

δµ
δp

�
�

�
� ηm

ηµ
ηp

�
 (3.7)

We now transform these linearized equations into Fourier space, with δ̂ipωq and η̂ipωq
corresponding to the temporal variables δiptq and ηiptq where i equals to m,µ or p in

the spectral domain. Thus,

�
� δ̂mpωq

δ̂µpωq
δ̂ppωq

�
�M�1

�
� η̂mpωq

η̂µpωq
η̂ppωq

�
 (3.8)

where

M �
�
� γm � iω 0 0

0 γµ � iω �Bg
Bp

� Bf
Bm � Bf

Bµ γp � iω

�
 (3.9)

Using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, the spectral density

|η̂ipωq|2 � 2π

8»
�8

xηiptqη�i pt� τqy e�iωtdτ, (3.10)

we can get: $'&
'%

|η̂mpωq|2 � 2πpαm �mγmq
|η̂µpωq|2 � 2πpg ppq � µγµq
|η̂ppωq|2 � 2πpf pm,µq � pγpq

(3.11)

Based on these expressions, we can obtain
���δ̂mpωq

���2,
���δ̂µpωq

���2 and
���δ̂ppωq

���2 using

Eq. 3.8 (Appendix Equation B.9). Next, using the relation
@
f ptq2D � 1

p2πq2
³8
�8

���f̂pωq���2 dω
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to inverse transform back to the time domain, we can get the exact solution of the

variance xδm2y, xδµ2y and xδp2y. These expressions are somewhat lengthy and we

have omitted them for brevity.

3.2.1 Negative feedback represses noise in kinetic suppression model

We now analyze the properties of the number fluctuations of different species in the

network. Because in the kinetic suppression model, miRNAs act catalytically to

repress the translation of TF, mRNAs are always Poisson distributed. We now focus

on the fluctuations in the number of TFs which can be quite different depending

on the negative feedback and promoter strengths (Figure 3.7). When the negative

feedback strength β, equals zero, the Fano factor of TF numbers equals 1 � kp
γp�γm .

With sufficient production of mRNA (αm not too small), the Fano factor slightly

increases from the zero-feedback value for small values of β, i.e. weak feedback

strengths. For increasing β, the Fano factor decreases very rapidly to a small value

over a long range of β. Note the correspondence between the expressions derived from

the linear noise approximation and the full model using stochastic simulations. For

very large values of β, denoting large negative feedback, the analytic approximation

breaks down since the mean TF levels are small and the relative fluctuations are high.

In this case the Fano factor asymptotes to a value above what would be expected for

the no repression case.

We next study the effect of varying the strength of negative feedback on the TF

number fluctuations as a function of the promoter strength αm (Figure 3.8). We

find that for weak promoters, the effect of negative feedback is to continuously de-

crease the variability. This is in part due to the fact that weak mRNA production

implies an even weaker synthesis of the miRNA itself. However, as the promoter

strength is increased, we find the emergence of a peak in the protein number fluctu-

ations at very weak feedback strength, subsequent suppression and then increasing
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Figure 3.7: Negative feedback in the catalytic suppression model shows reduced
expression variability over a large range of feedback strength. The Fano factor of TF
is plotted versus β for kinetic suppression model. The solid line is the analytical so-
lution from the linear noise approximation method, dots represent results of Gillespie
algorithm simulation. Other parameters are set as: αm � 1.2, γm � γµ � 0.01, γp �
0.001, σ � 1.0, kp � 0.1, kd � 100.0. Although there is a temporary increase of the
noise for low feedback strengths , it decreases very rapidly over a long range. For
large values of β, linear noise approximation breaks down and single molecule effects
dominate. Note that the variability is lower than in the sequestration model.

fluctuations for very strong feedback. This latter increase is due to the fact that

the fluctuations are large and the small noise approximation breaks down. A sub-

stantial amount of experimental evidence suggests that miRNA based translational

repression usually serves to reduce mean target protein levels in a modest fashion

(2-4 fold reduction) [90]. Thus, we anticipate that the large negative feedback regime

considered here is more for the sake of completeness and not meant to represent any

physiological situation in general.

We next compare the noise properties of the feedback network depending on the

mode of action of the miRNA. In sequestration model, where miRNA and mRNA

pair stoichiometrically and are rendered translationally incompetent, the relevant

parameter that determines the extent of negative feedback is the affinity of the
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Figure 3.8: Negative feedback strength in the catalytic suppression model affects
expression variability for different promoter strength. The relationship between the
Fano factor of TF and β with four different values of αm. γm � γµ � 0.01, γp �
0.002, σ � 0.5, kp � 0.1, kd � 200.0.

bimolecular interaction, κ. On the other hand, in the kinetic suppression model,

the strength of mRNA translation is modulated by the parameter, β. In order to

compare the noise properties of these two cases, we set all the other parameters the

same for these two models and then chose the feedback strength β and κ so that they

result in similar mean value of TF but different noise terms (Figure 3.9A). As shown

in Figure 3.9, the two genetic circuits produce almost the same mean value of the

TF, but the population distributions of the TF in the two cases are quite different.

In the kinetic model, TF numbers are tightly restricted near the mean value, but

distribution of TF in the sequestration model is broader and is characterized by long

tail which indicates that there can be large bursts in the number of TF.
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3.3 The Impact of Transcription Factor Fluctuations in Gene Net-
works

Considering that the miRNA-regulated protein is a TF, the qualitatively different

distributions of TF obtained under different modes of feedback regulation by miRNA

can affect the transcription of genes that are also regulated by the same TF. Con-

cretely, we envision the genes downstream of the transcription factor pitx3, would

exhibit different patterns of gene expression depending on population levels of pitx3.

Here, we examine how qualitatively different modes of miRNA based negative feed-

back affect the transcription of such downstream genes using a simple regulatory

cascade as shown in (Figure 3.10). We assume the transcription rate of downstream

genes is a generic Hill function: αm2 � εTFn

TFn�KDn as shown in Figure 3.11A. In this

study, we choose n � 10 because with large Hill coefficient, the promoter essentially

acts like a switch. Qualitatively similar results obtain for smaller n. We assume that

the downstream protein (p2) is synthesized at a rate kp2 and degraded at a rate γp2,

its mRNA is degraded at a rate γm2. We assume that three representative target

genes with different dissociation constants, that denote varying promoter strengths,

to see how the variability of the TF levels affect the downstream protein distribution

(Figure 3.11A).

For a highly-sensitive downstream gene, (small disassociation constant), the mean

TF number is in the saturation regime. Thus, TFs that are either stoichiometrically

or catalytically suppressed are equally effective in driving the expression of the down-

stream gene (Figure 3.12A) with similar mean values. However, owing to the switch-

like behavior of p2 promoter, the population distribution of p2 is broader when driven

by the stoichiometrically suppressed TF as compared to the catalytically suppressed

one. In particular, we note the presence of a long tail of low p2 expressors. On the

other hand, for a downstream gene with a weaker promoter, i.e. dissociation constant
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such that the mean TF levels lies in the linear regime of αm2pTF q (the dashed curve

in Figure 3.11A), expression of p2 is reduced. However, the p2 distribution is broad

and skewed towards high expressors for the case when the TF is stoichiometrically

regulated (Figure 3.12B). For the extreme case where the dissociation constant of

the downstream gene promoter is much higher than the mean TF levels, TFs that

are stoichiometrically regulated by miRNA are able to drive considerable expression

(Figure 3.12C) while TFs that are catalytically regulated cannot.

3.4 Discussion

The post-transcriptional control of protein expression in animal cells by micro-RNAs

plays an important role in almost every cellular process and changes in their expres-

sion may underlie developmental disorders and diseases such as cancer. miRNAs

base-pair with seed sequences in the 31 UTRs of their target mRNA and block steps

in the initiation of transcription, sequestering mRNAs into sites of repression or by

accelerating mRNA decay [64]. As a result, miRNAs reduce mRNA and protein

abundance, often modestly and sometimes sharply [90, 91]. Genome-wide studies

have shown that miRNAs target many transcription factors, which in some cases

regulate their own transcription. Given the importance of miRNAs in cellular func-

tion an analysis of the impact of miRNA-mediated regulation on the mean levels and

fluctuations of genetic circuits is vital. Here, we have shown that depending on the

mode of miRNA action, negative feedback by miRNA can have differential impact

on the noise levels of protein expression. In particular, if miRNAs act in a stoi-

chiometric fashion, whereby both the target mRNA and miRNA are removed from

the population into an inactive pool (Figure 3.1), then negative feedback regulation

by miRNA largely amplifies the intrinsic noise in the system, leading to long-tailed

distributions of transcriptional factor numbers. Our simulations show that this en-

hancement of protein number fluctuations is sensitive to environmental factors as
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seen in Figures 3.5 and Figure 3.6. However, if miRNAs act catalytically to repress

protein synthesis, the net effect is to reduce variability in protein levels, as would be

conventionally expected for a negative feedback circuits.

A number of experimental observations justify the distinction of the modes of

miRNA action made in our models. Early studies of miRNA effects seemed to

reveal that mRNA degradation was minimal but protein expression was reduced

consistent with a catalytic mode of regulation [91]. This could result from imper-

fect seed sequence complementarity between the miRNA and mRNA, the presence

of multiple miRNA targets, weak and reversible association of the target mRNA

with the RISC machinery, rapid accumulation of the RISC/mRNA complex into P-

bodies or accumulation in stress granules accompanied by the release of the miRNA.

More recent studies have shown that mRNA degradation is significant [91]. These

could arise from a higher degree of complementarity of miRNA seed sequence in the

mRNA 31 UTR, multiple pairing locations, post-translational modifications of the

RISC machinery that enhance binding of miRNA/mRNA and subsequent transla-

tional repression and P-body accumulation. These latter effects are best represented

mathematically by a sequestration model where both miRNA and mRNA are stoi-

chiometrically degraded. In order to keep the models relatively simple and to gain

intuition, we have abstracted many of the intermediate steps, modeling component

processes as first and second-order reactions. Such coarse-grained representations

have been quite successful in elucidating many aspects of deterministic and stochas-

tic gene networks [9, 10, 75, 92]. We have neglected additional aspects of miRNA

biogenesis and function, such as multiple miRNA seed sequences on the same target

mRNA, delays in processing mature miRNA from precursor transcripts etc. How-

ever, we expect that consideration of these steps would not qualitatively change our

results.

Our studies expand the repertoire of miRNA action in gene circuits that govern
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cell fate specification and commitment during development, processes where miRNA

function was first highlighted. The commitment of cells to specific lineages derives

from the coordinated expression of different patterns of genes within a relatively uni-

form population of cells. These expression patterns are then crystallized by down-

stream gene networks to result in stable expression of lineage specific genes that is

maintained throughout the individual’s life. Cell fate choices are often under the con-

trol of restricted subsets of upstream transcription factors. How population diversity

is achieved from cells that possess identical genomes is a fundamental question of

developmental biology. It is well known that genetic circuits with extensive feedback

loops, both negative and positive, play an important role in cell fate choices. In

particular, feedback imparts a network with multiple steady states, which can de-

note the multiple cell fates controlled by the network. Moreover, the steady states of

feedback circuits are well separated, preventing spontaneous transitions, imparting

robustness to the gene circuits controlling cell fates. The role of miRNAs in ani-

mal development has been examined in these contexts. Most studies to date have

focused on the impact of miRNA-mediated control of the mean protein levels on

developmental and cell fate specification circuits [36, 38–41].

However, miRNAs translational repression also shapes the intrinsic variability

within developmental gene networks. Noisy gene expression in developmental circuits

has the potential to be harmful leading either to arrested development, aberrant po-

sitional expression of tissue specific genes or over-representation of specific cell types.

miRNAs are thought to tune the fluctuations of protein expression within develop-

mental networks, buffering them against environmental fluctuations. The imposition

of an expression threshold by miRNAs renders the network insensitive to small sub-

threshold variations, preventing stochastic transitions between steady states. This

has been directly demonstrated in Drosophila, where the miRNA, miR-7, is required

to maintain normal gene expression and sensory organ fate determination under fluc-
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tuating temperature conditions [40] by buffering the levels of its downstream target,

the transcriptional repressor, yan.

Our modeling studies suggest a new role for miRNA-based feedback regulation,

namely, by modulating the levels of TFs at the level of translational repression,

miRNAs can drive large fluctuations in TF levels across the population. In turn,

these fluctuations can drive the expression of different constellations of genes across

the population, thereby allowing the expression of multiple cellular phenotypes in

a uniform precursor population. Given the extensive complexity of the component

processes, cells may be able to tune the manner of miRNA-based feedback, from

stoichiometric repression to catalytic repression to tune the level of protein number

fluctuations in gene circuits and consequently drive stochastic cell fate choices. A

number of recent studies suggest that such tuning may be operant in cells. RISC

protein phosphorylation can control the loading of miRNAs [93]. Alternately, the

seed site for miRNA binding on the target mRNA may be made more accessible [94].

Thus, cells may control expression noise in miRNA-based negative feedback circuits

to determine cell fates in different contexts. In general, cell fate decisions during

development are robust, in order to generate reproducible body plans. However, in

certain cases, cell fate decisions are made at random, generating cell fate diversity.

Diversified cell fates in a homogeneous progenitor population increases the spectrum

of responses to environmental stimuli. One example is the choice of Rhodopsin

type during photoreceptor differentiation in the Drosophila eye [95]. Thus, miRNA

based translational repression may serve as an important mechanism that controls

fluctuations of protein number promoting cell fate diversity.
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Figure 3.9: Expression variability depends on the mode of translational repression
by miRNA. Comparison of the different effects on the noise of the two negative
feedback schemes. A. Time evolution of the mean TF values for sequestration (black
curves) and kinetic suppression model (gray). B. Histogram of the steady state
TF distribution for the sequestration model (black) and for the kinetic suppression
model (gray). The parameters are αm � 1.1, γm � γµ � 0.01, γp � 0.001, σ �
1.0, kp � 0.1, kd � 100.0, κ � 1.0, β � 0.00087. κ and β are chosen so that their
mean TF values are almost the same in both models. In the sequestration model,

  p ¡� 1174.6, δp2

 p¡ � 57.34, However, in the kinetic suppression model,   p ¡�
1176.2, δp2

 p¡ � 5.41. Thus, in K model, both signal and noise are suppressed; while

in S model, signal is suppressed, however, noise is amplified.
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Figure 3.10: Scheme of transcriptional cascade involving the feedback-regulated
TF and a downstream gene.
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Figure 3.11: Scheme of information propagation in downstream gene. (A). Three
different model genes with similar promoter strength (Hill coefficient n � 10.) but
with different sensitivities. (B). The TF number histograms are plotted to display
their overlap with the expression regions.
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Figure 3.12: Mode of miRNA-mediated negative feedback can affect noise trans-
mission to downstream genes in transcriptional cascades. Different noise level effect
on downstream gene for different dissociation constants. When KD is small, the
downstream gene of both models are triggered. The mean value of downstream pro-
teins in the K model is larger than in the S model. However, while KD increases,
although both mean values of downstream proteins decreases, The mean value of
downstream proteins in the K model will be smaller than in the S model while KD

is over some value because of the long tail noise of S model. (A)KD � 800, (B)
KD � 1400, (C)KD � 1700. α � 1.1, γm � γµ � 0.01, γp � 0.001, kd � 100.0, kp �
0.1, κ � 1.0, β � 0.00087, σ � 1.0, ε � 0.1, γm2 � 0.01, kp2 � 0.1, γp2 � 0.001.
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4

Noise Propagation in Alternative Splicing

Transcription of eukaryotic genes produces a primary transcript (pre-mRNA) which

contains both introns (intervening regions) that do not code for proteins and exons,

which code for proteins. The process of splicing removes introns, assembling the

coding sequences (exons) into a mature mRNA transcript that undergoes further

processing before being translated. The process of splicing is accomplished by a

set of specialized ribo-nuclear proteins (snRNPs) which assemble de novo around

specialized sequences on the pre-mRNA called splice sites. Coincident with the

discovery of splicing, it was discovered that the same pre-mRNA can be spliced

in different transcripts, in a process called alternative splicing. Alternate splicing

is widespread involving nearly 95% of mammalian genes, allowing a much larger

diversity of proteins from a limited repertoire of few ten thousand genes in the

genome [43, 96].

There are mainly seven different modes of alternative splicing observed: exon

skipping, alternative 31 splice site selection, alternative 51 splice site selection, intron

retention, mutually exclusive exons, alternative promoters and alternative polyadeny-
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lation [97, 98]. What we are most interested in is exon skipping, which is the most

common form of alternative splicing in higher eukaryotes, accounting for nearly 40%

of alternative splicing events in higher eukaryotes [98, 99]. In exon skipping, a partic-

ular exon may be included in mRNAs under some conditions or in particular tissues,

and omitted from the mRNA in others. There are several examples of different cel-

lular functions of alternatively spliced isoforms. These include the process of sex

determination in Drosophila [100]. The all-or-none bistable behavior of the two Sex-

lethal (sxl) mRNA isoforms determine whether a Drosophila embryo will develop

into a male or a female. Another example from the nervous system is the case of

the immediate early gene fosB. In this case, is an example of intron retention. the

ratio of FosB/∆FosB isoforms have profound influence of the central nervous system

functions [101].

The biochemical events associated with the process of gene expression are stochas-

tic, owing to the relatively small numbers of reactants and the effect of thermal

fluctuations. The resulting stochastic fluctuations (or noise) in mRNA and protein

abundance can serve as an important source of cell-to-cell variability despite iden-

tical genetic composition and environmental conditions. Gene expression noise has

profound effects on biological function – the variability in protein expression levels

enables cells to switch their “fates” as well as generate heterogeneity across a pop-

ulation, which allows the population to respond to adverse conditions. Moreover,

many disease states are associated with variability in gene expression [102]. Thus,

extensive research has focused on exploring the origins and consequences of gene

expression variability [103]. While most studies have focused on the contribution of

transcriptional and translational noise to gene expression, that of alternate splicing

remains unexplored. Alternative splicing patterns are determined by a combination

of parameters, including elongation rate, chromatin and histone modifications, splic-

ing factor abundance and modification, which modulate the recruitment of splicing
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factors to the pre-mRNA [104].

While most studies have examined the role of these factors in a deterministic

fashion, there have been few studies on the stochastic dynamics of splicing factor

diffusion and binding to the pre-mRNA transcripts as well as the probabilistic nature

of splicing itself [55, 105]. Here, we incorporate the process of alternate splicing to

models of transcription to derive the factors that control the statistics and the relative

abundance of alternately spliced isoforms.

4.1 Kinetic Model of Exon Skipping

Each splice site consists of a consensus sequence (a stretch of nucleotides) that

can be recognized by spliceosomal components, the small nuclear ribonucleopro-

teins (snRNPs) U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6 and auxiliary factors, including U2AF65

and U2AF35. A strong splice site means its consensus sequence can be recognized

more efficiently by spliceosomal components and in general, strong splice site leads

to constitutive splicing, i.e. the associated exon is always present in the final, ma-

ture transcript. A weak splice site is a sequence that diverges considerably from

the consensus sequence resulting in low-affinity binding of splicing factors. Thus, the

competition between adjacent strong and weak splicing site leads to alternative splic-

ing, whereby the exon associated with the weak site is either included or excluded

from the mature transcript depending on the context.

Experiments have shown that most of the splicing events occur co-transcriptionally

[106–108]. In other words, splicing takes places before the nascent RNA is released

from RNA polymerase II. The process of splicing can start as soon as the pre-mRNA

comes out from RNA polymerase II. Two mutually exclusive models have been pro-

posed to explain the coupling of alternate splicing and transcription: recruitment

coupling model and kinetic coupling model. In recruitment coupling model, the

splicing factors are prepositioned on the RNA polymerase II carboxy-terminal do-
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main (CTD) and hop on to the splicing site as soon as it emerge from RNA poly-

merase II [109]. The kinetic model, however, suggests that splicing factor directly

assemble into a spliceosome on the splice site due to their high concentration and

mobility [53]. Support for the latter model comes from the finding that transcription

by slow RNA polymerase II mutants increases alternative exon inclusion[110, 111].

Application of drugs that inhibit elongation process also promote alternative exon

inclusion [111, 112]. According to kinetic coupling model, inclusion or exclusion of

an exon in the final transcript is influenced by transcription elongation rate as well

as splicing factor diffusion. Although lots of experiments have been done to verify

how elongation rate affect the ratio of two mRNA isoforms, little theoretical work

Figure 4.1: Kinetic model of exon skipping: There are two splice sites, a weak
splice site upstream and a strong splice site downstream of the alternately spliced
exon, which compete for the recruitment of splicing factors. If the weaker splice
site is unoccupied by the spliceosome, the associated exon is skipped. On the other
hand, if splicing factors bind to the weaker splice site, then the alternative exon
will be included. Constitutive exons are shown in yellow and alternatively spliced
exons are shown in purple. Solid lines represents introns and dashed lines represents
alternately spliced transcripts. Blue dots represents splicing factors.
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has been done to investigate the functional role of elongation and splicing factor

diffusion in alternative splicing.

The kinetic model of exon skipping we propose is shown in Figure 4.1. How-

ever, we note that the same model can also be applied for the analysis of intron

retention, another prevalent form of alternate splicing. Also in the kinetic model we

propose, the function of splicing factor protein is to facilitate splicing, acting as a

splicing activator, like U2AF65. It can also represent a splicing inhibitor, such as the

protein Polypyrimidine Tract Binding Protein (PTBP), a ribonucleoprotein known

to suppress splicing. Thus, a bound splicing inhibitor leads to the retention of the

alternately spliced exon (or in some cases the retention of an intron).

u b

m1 m2

φ φ

v

α1

k�c

k�
α2

γ1 γ2

Figure 4.2: Simplified model of exon skipping: A schematic diagram of exon skip-
ping showing the relevant states and associated transition rates. v is RNA PolII
elongation rate, c is the concentration of the core splicing factor. u is the unbound
pre-mRNA (PM1) and b is the bound pre-mRNA (PM2). Two kinds of mRNA iso-
forms m1 and m2 are the two alternately spliced mRNA transcripts that can be
produced respectively from these two pre-mRNA states. They both degrade at the
same rates, γ.

In order to mathematically calculate the noise properties of alternative splicing,

we further simplify the above model into Figure 4.2. This is a very generalized
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model, in which we assume RNA Polymerase II elongation rate along the gene is

v. The concentration of the core splicing factor, which can either be U2AF65 or

PTBP or any other core splicing factor depending on the scenario, is c. We denote

u as the number of pre-mRNA transcripts (PM1) whose weak splicing site is free of

splicing factors and b is the number of pre-mRNA (PM2) whose weak splicing site

is bound to the splicing factor. These two different states can switch due to the

stochastic properties of the binding and unbinding of the splicing factor. Thus, two

kinds of mRNA isoforms (m1 and m2) can be produced, corresponding to these two

pre-mRNA states. For convenience, in the remainder of the discussion, we assume

that these isoforms degrade with the same rates.

First, by assuming all the parameters as constant, we calculate the mean and

variance of each variable as well as correlations between variables using both Mas-

ter equation approach and linear noise approximation approach. Next, we extend

the linear noise approximation to determine the influence of the diffusion of splic-

ing factors. We finally validate our model and theoretical calculation by stochastic

simulation.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Isoform Abundance is Poisson Distributed

For the alternative splicing model described in Figure 4.2, there are four variables:

~x � tu, b,m1,m2u. If all the parameters are constant, then we can analytically

solve this system and get the mean and variance of these four variables using two

mathematical approaches. Let P pu, b,m1,m2; tq represents the probability that at

time t, the number of pre-mRNA is u, the number of pre-mRNA with an assembled

spliceosome at the weak splice site is b and m1 and m2 are the number of the two

mature isoforms respectively. Then the chemical master equation for this reaction
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system takes the form:

BP pu, b,m1,m2, tq
Bt � vP pu� 1, b,m1,m2, tq

� k�cpu� 1qP pu� 1, b� 1,m1,m2, tq � k�pb� 1qP pu� 1, b� 1,m1,m2, tq

� α1pu� 1qP pu� 1, b,m1 � 1,m2, tq � α2pb� 1qP pu, b� 1,m1,m2 � 1, tq

� γ1pm1 � 1qP pu, b,m1 � 1,m2, tq � γ2pm2 � 1qP pu, b,m1,m2 � 1, tq

� pv � k�cu� k�b� α1u� α2b� γ1m1 � γ2m2qqP pu, b,m1,m2, tq. (4.1)

with the appropriate normalization. In order to derive analytical results, we write

the moment generating function as:

Gpzu, zb, zm1 , zm2 , tq �
8̧

u,b,m1,m2�0

zuuz
b
bz
m1
m1
zm2
m2
P pu, b,m1,m2, tq. (4.2)

From this, we can obtain the mean levels of the relevant variables (From Appendix

Equation C.7):

$''''''''''''&
''''''''''''%

xuy � v

α1 � gα2

xby � vg

α1 � gα2

xm1y � α1

γ1

v

α1 � gα2

xm2y � α2

γ2

vg

α1 � gα2

,

(4.3)

where g � k�c
α2�k� is the effective production rate of b from u. It also determines

the ratio of two mRNA isoform production  m2¡
 m1¡ � α2{α1

γ2{γ1 g. We can further get the
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variance of these four variables (From Appendix Equation C.9):

$''''''''''''&
''''''''''''%

σ2
u � xu2y � xuy2 � xuy � v

α1 � gα2

σ2
b � xb2y � xby2 � xby � vg

α1 � gα2

σ2
m1

� xm1
2y � xm1y2 � xm1y � α1

γ1

v

α1 � gα2

σ2
m2

� xm2
2y � xm2y2 � xm2y � α2

γ2

vg

α1 � gα2

,

(4.4)

We immediately note that the variance of each variable equals its mean. Therefore,

all four variables are Poisson distributed and the Fano factors equal 1 if all the

parameters are constant. We can also get the covariance term of m1 and m2

covpm1,m2q � xpm1 � xm1yqpm2 � xm2yqy � 0 (4.5)

Thus m1 and m2 are two independent Poisson distributed random variables and

there is no correlation between them if all the parameters are constant. An alternate

method to describe the statistics of the reaction system is the more familiar chemical

Langevin equations:

$'''''''''''''&
'''''''''''''%

du

dt
� v � pk�c� α1qu� k�b� p?vΓ1 �

?
k�cuΓ2 �

?
k�bΓ3 �?

α1uΓ4q

db

dt
� k�cu� pk� � α2qb� p

?
k�cuΓ2 �

?
k�bΓ3 �

a
α2bΓ5q

dm1

dt
� α1u� γ1m1 � p?α1uΓ4 �?

γ1m1Γ6q

dm2

dt
� α2b� γ2m2 � p

a
α2bΓ5 �?

γ2m2Γ7q.

(4.6)

where Γi (i � 1 . . . 7) represent seven temporally uncorrelated, statistically inde-

pendent Gaussian white noise terms introduced by seven chemical reactions as de-

scribed in Figure 4.2. By using linear noise approximation approach as described
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in Appendix C.2.1, we can get the same results as using the Master equation ap-

proach. However, this will be more useful as shown below for cases where we consider

fluctuations of the level of splicing factor.

We see that in this simplest model, the elongation rate does not affect the ratio of

two isoforms. This is because when the elongation rate increases, we simply assume

both the isoforms increase in proportion. However, experiments suggest that elonga-

tion rate alters the ratio of two mRNA isoforms[104, 110, 111, 113]. In our model, we

have assumed that the strong and weak splice sites are simultaneously transcribed,

i.e. the transcription rate is fast, while the pre-mRNA processing steps are relatively

slow. However, it is possible that for genes in which exon skipping depends on the

transcriptional rate, the distance between the constitutive and alternately spliced

exons might be relatively large and the weak splice site is upstream (5’) from the

strong site. Thus, when the elongation rate is slow, the weak splice site is transcribed

first and is able to recruit splicing factors before the strong site is transcribed. On

the other hand, when the transcript synthesis (PolII elongation) rate is high, both

splicing sites become available almost simultaneously, which makes the weak splice

site less likely to recruit splicing factors which then results in exon skipping. We

are exploring a more general model where we account for explicit coupling between

transcription and splicing. In general, the elongation rate affects the concentration

of splicing factor available for the weak site binding. If we assume c � fpvq in our

model and increasing v will decrease c, then this simplest model still makes sense.

Furthermore, as we discuss in the next section for discussing the influence of splicing

factor diffusion, splicing factor diffusion will also alter the mRNA isoform ratio when

elongation rate changes as observed in the experiments which strongly validate our

model.
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4.2.2 Elongation Rate Alters Isoform Ratio due to Splicing Factor Diffusion

So far, we have assumed that the splicing factor concentration is essentially fixed

and sufficiently large such that binding and unbinding to the pre-mRNA transcripts

do not alter their availability. However, as shown by Waks et al. [55], cells have a

limited complement of splicing factors which must be shared between the relatively

large number of simultaneously transcribed genes. While the splicing factors bind to

the weak splice site to regulate the alternative splicing, the precision of the regulation

is limited by the randomness in the arrival of splicing factor molecules at these sites.

In order to investigate the influence of splicing factor diffusion, we need to make the

following assumption so as to simplify our model: First, we assume splicing factors

are highly mobile and diffuse freely in the nucleus. Second, because the diameter of

a typical mammalian nucleus is 5-10 microns (1 micron equals 103 nanometers), and

most alternative splicing occurs co-transcriptionally, or happens very near transcrip-

tion site, the region splicing occurs is much less than the volume of the mammalian

nucleus [114]. Thus, in our models, we can simply assume that the splicing factor

that can be absorbed to or released from binding site on the pre-mRNA located at

~x0.

If we assume splicing factor diffuse freely in three dimensions through the sur-

rounding solution to the binding site located at ~x0 � 0. c represents the concentration

of splicing factors that can freely diffuse. If splicing factor binds to splicing site, then

c decreases. We can write time-derivative of the concentration of splicing factor

surround the binding site as a function of 3D diffusion and binding.

Bcp~x, tq
Bt � D∇2cp~x, tq � 9bδp~x� ~x0q, (4.7)

where D is the diffusion constant and δp~x � ~x0q is the Dirac-delta function. This

equation describes the diffusion of the splicing factor which can be absorbed or
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Ratio of mRNA isoforms is altered while elongation rate increases due
to splicing factor diffusion. : (a) shows at first, when u increases, b also increases,
however, when u becomes large enough, the increase rate of b approaches 0. Due to
splicing factor diffusion, b is up-bounded. Dots represents simulation results using
the Gillespie algorithm and red line denotes a Hill function fit. (b) The ratio of

two mRNA isoforms ( xbyxuy) versus the elongation rate, showing a clear decrease as the

elongation rate increases, which is consistent with experimental observations. For
simulations, we treat nucleus as a cube and divide it into 100 � 100� subcubes.
At each node, the probability it will be occupied with a splicing factor is set to
be 0.001, so there will be around 1000 splicing factors in nucleus. α1 � α2 � 0.5,
k� � 10000{molecule, k� � 0.5, v ranges from 0.1 to 15.

released from a binding site on pre-mRNA located at ~x0. If we integrate Equation 4.7

over the whole nuclear volume,

db

dt
� D

½
V

∇2cp~x, tqdV �
½
V

Bcp~x, tq
Bt dV

� D

¿
S

∇cp~x, tq � ~ndS � B
Bt
�½

V

cp~x, tqdV �. (4.8)
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On the right of Equation 4.8, the first terms represents the net flux through the

boundary of nucleus. The second term represents the time derivative of total number

of splicing factor within nuclear region. Because we assume a fixed number of splicing

factors in nucleus region, some binds to splice sites, some diffuse freely in nucleus.

There will be no net flux of c through the boundary of nucleus. Thus the first term

on the right of Equation 4.8 will equal 0, which leads to

db

dt
� � B

Bt
�½

V

cp~x, tqdV � (4.9)

From Equation 4.9, we can see that the total number of splicing factor available

for binding provides a upper limit for the increase of b. When elongation rate in-

creases, more pre-mRNA unbound to splicing factors, u, will be produced. Thus the

probability that splicing factors will bind to the splicing site of u and change u to

b will increase. Consequently, fewer splicing factors will be available to bind to new

pre-mRNA. So 9b, the derivative of b will approach 0 when elongation rate reaches

a large value. However, u will still increase proportionally with the elongation rate.

Thus with the increase of the elongation rate, the ratio of two mRNA isoforms (b/u)

will decrease. We also verify this by numerical simulation as shown in Figure 4.3.

This also fits the experimental observation [104, 110, 111, 113] . One thing needs

to be specified: During computer simulation, k� is chosen a very big number 10000

because this probability is “per molecule”. If change to “per NM” it will be around

k� � 0.6{nM if assuming the reaction volume to be V � 100nm3

4.2.3 Splicing Factor Diffusion Suppresses Noise

In order to examine the influence of splicing factor diffusion, we assume all the

parameters as described in the Scheme 4.2 are constant except the splicing factor

concentration c, which is assumed to be determined by diffusion in the nuclear region

around the gene. Splicing factors can bind and unbind with u weak splicing site as
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described in Equation 4.7). Assume the mean concentration is c̄, and assume cp~x, tq
will fluctuate around the mean value. Linearizing the concentration around the

mean:

cp~x, tq � c̄� δcp~x, tq (4.10)

We transform the chemical Langevin equations into Fourier space, to obtain the

following relationship between the Fourier representations δcp~x, tq is δ̂cp~k, ωq:

δcp~x, tq �
»

dω

2π

»
d3k

p2πq3 eipωt�
~k�~xqδ̂cp~k, ωq. (4.11)

From Equation 4.7, we can get the following equation in Fourier space:

iωδ̂cp~k, ωq � �D|k|2δcp~k, wq � iωδ̂bpωqe�i~k�~x0 (4.12)

and

δ̂cp~k, ωqei~k�~x0 � iωδ̂bpωq
�iω �D|k|2 (4.13)

Thus:

δ̂cp~x0, ωq �
»

d3k

p2πq3 δ̂cp
~k, ωqei~k�~x0

� �iωδ̂bpωq
»

d3k

p2πq3
1

iω �D|k|2 (4.14)

� �iωδ̂bpωq
»

1

2π2

|k|2d|k|
iω �D|k|2 (4.15)

This integral is ultraviolet divergent, because we have assumed that the binding

site is infinitely small and binding only occurs at one point ~x0 as described in the

Dirac-delta function. A more realistic treatment is to assume the binding site has

a finite linear size a, which is equivalent to cutting off the k integral at a relative

large value Λ � π{a. Furthermore, in experimental observations, the time interval

between observations is always much longer than the correlation time of the noise.
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Thus, the observed variable is the average occupancy of the splice site over some

characteristic time. Thus, it is justified to take the low frequency limit of the noise

spectrum. Hence, ω ! D{a2 and

δ̂cp~x0, ω ! D{a2q � �iωδ̂bpωq
» Λ

0

d|k|
2π2D

� �iωδ̂bpωq
2πDa

(4.16)

Combining the Lagevin equation as stated in Equation 4.6 and the splicing factor

concentration equation 4.7, and using Fourier transformed variables, we can get the

variance of all four variables u,b,m1 and m2 (Appendix Equation C.36). However,

since the expression of the last two variables are cumbersome, we only list the variance

of u and b:

$''''&
''''%

σ2
u �

v

α1 � gα2

k�c� pα2 � k� � α2gθqp1� θq � α1p1� θq2
p1� θqpα1 � α2 � k� � k�c� α1θq ,

σ2
b �

vg

α1 � gα2

α2 � k� � pα1 � k�cqp1� θq
p1� θqpα1 � α2 � k� � k�c� α1θq ,

(4.17)

where θ � k�xuy
2πDa

� k�v
2πDapα1�gα2q

We can see, on the right of the equations, the first term represents the noise

without the diffusion influence, it’s the same as in Equation 4.4. The second term

represents the influence of splicing factor diffusion. We can see for the variance of b,

because α2�k��pα1�k�cqp1�θq
p1�θqpα1�α2�k��k�c�α1θq   1 is always true, so the following statement always

stands:

σ2
b  

vg

α1 � gα2

, (4.18)

This means the variance of b will always be smaller than Poisson and the Fano factor

of b will always less than 1. The variance of u sometimes can be bigger than Poisson,

sometimes can be smaller than Poisson, depending on the value of the parameters.

4.4a 4.4b are the theoretical calculation results calculated from Equation 4.17,

4.4c,4.4d are the results from numerical simulation. They plot the variance versus
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.4: Noise properties of pre-mRNAs in alternative splicing: 4.4a ,4.4b are
the theoretical calculation results calculated from Equation 4.17, 4.4c, 4.4d are the
results from numerical simulation. They plot the variance versus mean value of
variable u and b. Blue line represents the case that without considering diffusion,
all the parameters are constant, i.e., it represents Poisson distribution, in which case
the variance is strictly equals the mean value. So we can see the noise of variable u is
slightly larger than the Poisson noise and the noise of b is repressed and smaller than
the Poisson noise. For simulation, α1 � α2 � 0.5, k� � 10000{molecule, k� � 0.5,
v ranges from 0.1 to 15. For theoretical calculation, k� � 0.5{nM , c̄ � 1.0nM ,
θ � xuy. All other parameter are the same as in simulation.

mean value of variable u and b. Blue line represents the case that without considering

diffusion, all the parameters are constant, i.e., it represents Poisson distribution, in

which case the variance is strictly equals the mean value. So we can see the noise

of variable u is slightly larger than the Poisson noise and the noise of b is repressed

and smaller than the Poisson noise. Figure 4.5 shows that due to different noise

properties of u and b, while noise propagate from pre-mRNA to mature mRNAs,

noise properties of m1 and m2 will also be different. The additional noise of u

from splicing factor diffusion will propagate and lead to noise amplification of m1.

However, due to repressed noise properties of b, m2 will be quasi-Poisson distributed.
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Figure 4.5: Noise properties of mature mRNAs in alternative splicing: These two
figures are from theoretical calculation. They plot the variance versus mean value
of variable m1 and m2while changing the parameter v. Blue line represents the case
that without considering diffusion, all the parameters are constant, i.e., it represents
Poisson distribution, in which case the variance is strictly equals the mean value.
So we can see the noise of variable m1 is amplified and larger than the Poisson
noise, however m2 are quasi-Poisson distributed. this is due to the repressed noise
properties of b. α1 � α2 � 0.5, γ1 � γ2 � 0.3 k� � 0.5{nM , k� � 0.5, θ � xuy,
c̄ � 1.0nM . v ranges from 0.1 to 15.

4.3 Conclusion and Discussion

Here, we proposed a mathematical model of exon skipping and investigated the

noise properties of this system. Our results have important implication for stochastic

modeling of gene expression. In stochastic model of gene expression, mRNA synthesis

for an active promoter is typically modeled as a Poisson process. For an mRNA

transcript that undergoes alternative splicing, this is also accurate in the presents

of a stable internal environment (if all variables are constant, both of the mRNA

isoforms will still be Poisson). However, fluctuation in elongation rate will result in

positive correlation between two mRNA isoforms and fluctuation in splicing factor

concentration will result in negative correlation between two mRNA isoforms. Our

results also indicate that splicing factor diffusion may have different impact on two

mRNA isoforms. Splicing factor diffusion will decrease the variance of pre-mRNA

with splicing factor bound to the weak splicing site (b), but increase the variance

of pre-mRNA without splicing factor bound to the weak splicing site (u). Mature

mRNA produced from the pre-mRNA with the assembled spliceosome on the weak

splice site (b) will be quasi-Poisson distributed due to the diffusive fluctuations of
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spliceosome components. This could be a way for the biological system to control

the noise propagation. We also show that the elongation rate of RNA PolII will

alter the ratio of two mRNA isoforms due to splicing factor diffusion. A lot of

experiments report that RNA polymerase II elongation can affect the ratio of two

mRNA isoforms [104, 115]. Slow elongation rate favors commitment to alternative

exon inclusion and fast elongation rate will lead to higher alternative exon skipping.

Our theoretical calculation indicates that this may due to splicing factor diffusion.

Longer exposure time of upstream weak splicing site may indicate higher chance for

splicing factor binding.

There are many cases in which alternative splicing plays an important role in cell

functioning. For example, ∆FosB, a truncated splice variant of FosB, has been impli-

cated in the development of drug addiction and control of the reward system in the

brain [116, 117]. External stimuli, such as cocaine, can alter the ratio of FosB, ∆FosB

for a long time, even after long periods of abstinence [118]. This is an example of

intron retention. Another interesting case is sex determination in Drosophila. It is an

example of exon skipping. Sex determination in Drosophila is controlled by a cascade

of splicing factors that are themselves alternatively spliced, ultimately leading to the

sex-specific expression of two different variants of the Doublesex (Dsx) transcription

factor. there are a lot more examples indicate how functional significance alternative

splicing is. So investigate how external stimuli regulate alternative splicing and result

in tissue- and stage-specific protein isoforms with different functions in in germ cells,

muscle and the central nervous system is of great importance. As variability in gene

expression levels can impact various cellular behavior [52, 103, 119], Little is known

the consequences of variability in spliced mRNA isoform ratios. The experimental

observations support the idea that co-transcriptional splicing is the default mech-

anism and checkpoints that prevents the unspliced transcript release are likely to

exist in higher eukaryotes [114]. However, some experimental observation that some
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alternative splicing may not necessary co-transcriptional [55, 120]. In this situation,

splicing is un-coupled from transcription and pre-mRNA may diffuse in nucleoplasm

and have a more complex interaction with splicing factors. More research needs to

be done to investigate the noise properties of alternative splicing in this situation.
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5

Conclusion and Future Outlook

Neurons, the fundamental units of the brain, can change their structure, inter con-

nectivity and biochemical properties in response to electrical activity. Such activity

dependent changes form the molecular basis of learning, memory formation and the

development of neuronal networks in the brain. These changes are in part due to

the induction of specialized genes, termed activity-regulated genes that initiate or

terminate protein production in response to activity. While the dynamics of gene

induction by activity have been well studied in large populations of neurons, the

response of activity-dependent genes in single neurons is not known. In particular,

because of the small numbers of molecules involved in the gene production as well as

their weak interactions, the variation of the number of these molecules can be crucial

and stochastic effects must be considered.

Neurons signal to each other by rapid changes in their membrane electrical poten-

tial (the action potential). Action potentials can then cause the release of chemicals

at connections between neurons (synapses), which in turn leads to changes in mem-

brane potentials of the recipient cells by means of specialized proteins in the cell mem-

brane. Action potentials not only mediate signaling between neurons, but also control
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transcription of genes important for neuronal function, a process known as activity-

dependent gene expression. Among the many functions of activity-dependent gene

expression is the alteration of the levels of key proteins at synapses, thereby altering

the synaptic connection between neurons for days or longer in response to changes

of sensory experience [56–60].

Current experimental work assesses activity dependence of transcription in bulk

population assays. However, due to the large diversity of the neuronal firing patterns,

it remains unclear how activity-driven genes in single neurons respond to external

stimuli and what is the limit that external stimuli can alter the gene expression.

Most theoretical studies have focused on steady state responses of genes to stim-

uli [5, 10, 75, 92, 103], in particular because the experimental systems under study

are non-stationary. Bacteria and yeast cells grow and divide within hours, dilut-

ing levels of proteins, which introduces a natural time-scale of decay and obscures

the effect of temporal changes in transcription in any individual cell. Moreover,

technical considerations limit the time scale of environmental variations that can

be applied[121]. Therefore, theoretical studies designed to study prokaryotic gene

regulation cannot be simply extended to understand the quantitative nature of tran-

scriptional responses to rapidly varying stimuli.

As part of my Ph.D. work (Chapter 2), I have proposed a mathematical model to

obtain the temporal evolution solution of transcription. In the future, I shall try to

use this solution to try to characterize how activity dependent genes in neurons trans-

late time-varying signals into an appropriate protein output at the level of individual

neurons. Such characterization is important in many respects. First, individual neu-

rons tune the expression levels of voltage-dependent channels in response to activity,

in order to maintain a metabolically appropriate level of action potential activity,

termed homeostasis. Secondly, activity dependent changes in single neurons caused

by behaviorally important stimuli is important for memory formation[122–124].
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This characterization can be divided into two categories: First, how do time-

varying signals affect the stochastic nature of transcription? As discussed previously,

calcium influx into neurons (by the activation of voltage-dependent calcium channels)

leads to the activation of transcription factors which can bind to promoter regions

of activity-dependent genes to initiate the transcriptional response[125, 126]. In ad-

dition to initiation, neuronal activity (acting through calcium sensitive enzymes)

can regulate several facets of gene regulation [127]. Also, calcium signals differing

in amplitude, spatial and temporal properties can trigger different transcriptional

responses[128, 129]. In a reduced model, as presented in dissertation studies, this

would correspond to activity dependence of gene activation (or inactivation), tran-

scriptional initiation and elongation. In this way, we can encode the Ca2� or tran-

scription factor concentration variables into the transcriptional rate changes to obtain

the temporal characteristics of the mRNA distribution. This can tell us how mRNA

distribution changes over time and how long it will take to reach the steady state due

to different external environment which can help to properly interpret experimental

mRNA counting from single cells.

A second, fundamental question is: how do expression levels of activity-dependent

genes change corresponding to changes in concentration of transcription factors? In-

formation theory is a powerful way of characterizing the quality of information trans-

fer. It give us the opportunity to analysis the transcriptional machinery in terms of

its input, output and transfer characteristics without any knowledge required of its

internal workings[130]. In general, this regulation machinery can be thought of as

an input/output device in which the input is the concentration of transcription fac-

tors (c) and the output is the concentration of the gene product (g) as described

in Scheme 5.1. To explore these issues, we need to quantify the number of distin-

guishable settings of the transcription machinery and its temporal dynamics. One

measure that is ideally suited for this task is Shannon’s information theory, which
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Transcription Regulation-c
Input Signal

-g
Output Signal Figure 5.1: Scheme of the information channel of transcription.

has been widely used to quantify information flow in biochemical and gene networks.

The core concept in information theory is the entropy Hpgq and the mutual informa-

tion Ipc; gq given the input signal c and the output signal g. Entropy Hpgq measures

the uncertainty of the output signal, conditional entropy Hpg|cq is the entropy of the

output g given the knowledge of the input c. Mutual information Ipc; gq is defined

as the reduction in the uncertainty of g due to the knowledge of c. Stated differently,

it is a measure of the mutual dependence of the input and output variables. Thus

Ipc; gq � Hpgq �Hpg|cq[131].

If we measure the information in bits, then

Ipc; gq �
¸
c,g

ppc, gqlog2
ppc, gq
ppcqppgq . (5.1)

where p(c,g) is the joint probability mass function of variable c and g.

Using information theoretic approach, one can investigate the possibility of re-

liable communication over unreliable channels. In order to frame this, we need to

know the temporal characteristics of the input signals as well as that of the output

signals, which I have done in my dissertation study. However, calculating the mu-

tual information is in general formidable. Until recently, it can only be obtained

analytically by assuming that the input signals obey Gaussian statistics[130] which

provides a great challenge for the future studies.

The post-transcriptional control of protein expression in animal cells by micro-

RNAs plays an important role in almost every cellular process and changes in their

expression may underlie developmental disorders and diseases such as cancer. miR-

NAs base-pair with seed sequences in the 31 UTRs of their target mRNA and block

steps in the initiation of transcription, sequestering mRNAs into sites of repression or
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by accelerating mRNA decay [64]. As a result, miRNAs reduce mRNA and protein

abundance, often modestly and sometimes sharply [90, 91]. Genome-wide studies

have shown that miRNAs target many transcription factors, which in some cases

regulate their own transcription. Given the importance of miRNAs in cellular func-

tion an analysis of the impact of miRNA-mediated regulation on the mean levels and

fluctuations of genetic circuits is vital. Here, we have shown that depending on the

mode of miRNA action, negative feedback by miRNA can have differential impact

on the noise levels of protein expression. In particular, if miRNAs act in a stoi-

chiometric fashion, whereby both the target mRNA and miRNA are removed from

the population into an inactive pool (Figure 3.1), then negative feedback regulation

by miRNA largely amplifies the intrinsic noise in the system, leading to long-tailed

distributions of transcriptional factor numbers. Our simulations show that this en-

hancement of protein number fluctuations is sensitive to environmental factors as

seen in Figures 3.5 and Figure 3.6. However, if miRNAs act catalytically to repress

protein synthesis, the net effect is to reduce variability in protein levels, as would be

conventionally expected for a negative feedback circuits.

A number of experimental observations justify the distinction of the modes of

miRNA action made in our models. Early studies of miRNA effects seemed to

reveal that mRNA degradation was minimal but protein expression was reduced

consistent with a catalytic mode of regulation [91]. This could result from imper-

fect seed sequence complementarity between the miRNA and mRNA, the presence

of multiple miRNA targets, weak and reversible association of the target mRNA

with the RISC machinery, rapid accumulation of the RISC/mRNA complex into P-

bodies or accumulation in stress granules accompanied by the release of the miRNA.

More recent studies have shown that mRNA degradation is significant [91]. These

could arise from a higher degree of complementarity of miRNA seed sequence in the

mRNA 31 UTR, multiple pairing locations, post-translational modifications of the
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RISC machinery that enhance binding of miRNA/mRNA and subsequent transla-

tional repression and P-body accumulation. These latter effects are best represented

mathematically by a sequestration model where both miRNA and mRNA are stoi-

chiometrically degraded. In order to keep the models relatively simple and to gain

intuition, we have abstracted many of the intermediate steps, modeling component

processes as first and second-order reactions. Such coarse-grained representations

have been quite successful in elucidating many aspects of deterministic and stochas-

tic gene networks [9, 10, 75, 92]. We have neglected additional aspects of miRNA

biogenesis and function, such as multiple miRNA seed sequences on the same target

mRNA, delays in processing mature miRNA from precursor transcripts etc. How-

ever, we expect that consideration of these steps would not qualitatively change our

results.

Our studies in Chapter 3 expand the repertoire of miRNA action in gene circuits

that govern cell fate specification and commitment during development, processes

where miRNA function was first highlighted. Our modeling studies suggest a new

role for miRNA-based feedback regulation, namely, by modulating the levels of TFs

at the level of translational repression, miRNAs can drive large fluctuations in TF

levels across the population. In turn, these fluctuations can drive the expression

of different constellations of genes across the population, thereby allowing the ex-

pression of multiple cellular phenotypes in a uniform precursor population. Given

the extensive complexity of the component processes, cells may be able to tune

the manner of miRNA-based feedback, from stoichiometric repression to catalytic

repression to tune the level of protein number fluctuations in gene circuits and con-

sequently drive stochastic cell fate choices. A number of recent studies suggest that

such tuning may be operant in cells. RISC protein phosphorylation can control the

loading of miRNAs [93]. Alternately, the seed site for miRNA binding on the target

mRNA may be made more accessible [94]. Thus, cells may control expression noise in
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miRNA-based negative feedback circuits to determine cell fates in different contexts.

In general, cell fate decisions during development are robust, in order to generate

reproducible body plans. However, in certain cases, cell fate decisions are made at

random, generating cell fate diversity. Diversified cell fates in a homogeneous progen-

itor population increases the spectrum of responses to environmental stimuli. One

example is the choice of Rhodopsin type during photoreceptor differentiation in the

Drosophila eye [95]. Thus, miRNA based translational repression may serve as an

important mechanism that controls fluctuations of protein number promoting cell

fate diversity.

Alternative Splicing is a key process that contributes to the creation of pheno-

typic complexity among higher eukaryotes. My Ph.D. work presented in Chapter 4

suggests an important role of splicing factor diffusion on regulates the noise propaga-

tion in transcription as well as control mRNA isoforms ratio. The diffusive influence

to the total noise in alternative splicing has only recently been recognized as signifi-

cant. Our pioneer work indicated a theoretical way to analyze the role of diffusion.

In our mathematical model, we brutally treat the splicing factor binding site as a

single point. In the future, it can be expand to be an interaction volume. Also we

assume splicing factor diffuse freely in nucleus, however, the diffusion constant of

splicing factor in nucleoplasm and in speckle are different. Splicing factor can also

being produced and degrade. All these point to the basic fundamental problems:

how biological processes, regulate and propagate the noise so as to perform precise

biological function with cell to cell variability presents.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Information for Chapter 2

A.1 Bursty Transcription Model

A.1.1 Model Description

Transcription in cells is actually discontinuous. Bursty transcription means gene can

be turned “on” or “off” with the regulation of gene regulatory protein, also known

as transcription factor, which act as switches. Gene can be activated when gene

regulatory protein recognize and bind to a specific regulatory region near the gene

to be transcribed. Mathematical model of transcription for this situation can be

described as follows:

DI
λÝÑ DA activated gene

DA
µÝÑ DI repressed gene

DA
νÝÑ DA �mRNA transcription

mRNA
δÝÑ φ mRNA degradation (A.1)

DI represents a repressed gene, DA stands for an activated gene. The reaction
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rates are λ, µ, ν and δ respectively. For simplicity, we assume all the rates are

constant. The phase space of this system can be written as

S � tpi,mq i P t0, 1u,m P N u . (A.2)

In any state, i � 0 denotes that the gene is inactive or cannot transcribe mRNA

while i � 1 implies that the gene is active and can transcribe mRNA. m denotes the

number of mRNA which are produced at a rate ν and degraded at a rate δ�m. The

gene remains active during a random time distributed exponentially with parameter

µ on average. So from p0,mq the system can jump to

p1,mq with rate λ

p0,m� 1q with rate δm

From state p1,mq the system can jump to

p0,mq with rate µ

p1,m� 1q with rate ν

p1,m� 1q with rate δm

This set of transitions defines a Markov process on S as before. Let p0,m be the

probability that the gene is in the inactive state and the number of mRNA is m.

Also, p1,m be the analogous probability when the gene is in the active state. So we

have the following system of equations that govern these probabilities:

dp0,m

dt
� �pλ�mδqp0,mptq � δpm� 1qp0,m�1ptq � µp1,mptq

dp1,m

dt
� �pµ� ν �mδqp1,mptq � δpm� 1qp1,m�1ptq � νp1,m�1ptq � λp0,mptq

dp1,0

dt
� �pµ� νqp1,0ptq � δp1,1ptq � λp0,0. (A.3)
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The Generating function for this process:

G0pz, tq �
8̧

m�0

zmp0,mptq (A.4)

G1pz, tq �
8̧

m�0

zmp1,mptq. (A.5)

The sum Gpz, tq � G0pz, tq � G1pz, tq is the generating function for the total

mRNA probability distribution at time t, so Gp1, tq � 1.

Multiply the equations A.3 by zm and sum m from zero to infinity to obtain:

BG0pz, tq
Bt � �λG0pz, tq � µG1pz, tq � δp1� zqBG0pz, tq

Bz (A.6a)

BG1pz, tq
Bt � λG0pz, tq � µG1pz, tq � δp1� zqBG1pz, tq

Bz � νp1� zqG1pz, tq. (A.6b)

We can solve for the case z � 1 from the above equations as

G0p1, tq �
8̧

m�0

p0,mptq � µ

λ� µ
�
�
γ0 � µ

λ� µ



e�pλ�µqt (A.7a)

G1p1, tq �
8̧

m�0

p1,mptq � λ

λ� µ
�
�
γ1 � λ

λ� µ



e�pλ�µqt. (A.7b)

This gives us the probability distribution of the gene activity at time t. γ0 and γ1

are the probabilities that initially the system starts from inactive state i � 0 and

active state i � 1 respectively, i.e., γ0 �
°8
m�0 p0,mpt � 0q, γ1 �

°8
m�0 p1,mpt � 0q.

If we set the initial state to be inactive, then γ0 � 1 and γ1 � 0.

A.1.2 Steady State Solution

In order to solve for the steady state distribution, we can set the time derivatives

to 0 in Eqn. A.6. Let g0pzq � limtÑ8G0pz, tq , g1pzq � limtÑ8G1pz, tq and gpzq �
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limtÑ8Gpz, tq � g0pzq � g1pzq.

δpz � 1qBg0pzq
Bz � �λg0pzq � µg1pzq (A.8a)

δpz � 1qBg1pzq
Bz � λg0pzq � µg1pzq � νpz � 1qg1pzq. (A.8b)

Note that this pair of equations are singular at z � 1 and we cannot directly solve

it.

If z � 1, we can get g0p1q � µ
λ�µ and g1p1q � λ

λ�µ , which is the same results as in

Eqn. A.7 with tÑ 8.

If z � 1, add the two equations together, we can get:

δ
Bgpzq
Bz � νg1pzq. (A.9)

Differentiate the above equation and substitute Eqn. A.8 to get the following

second order equation

δ2pz � 1qg2pzq � δpλ� µ� νpz � 1qqg1pzq � λνgpzq � 0. (A.10)

Let a � λ
δ
, b � 1

δ
pλ� µq and y � ν

δ
pz � 1q, we can get:

yg2pyq � pb� yqg1pyq � agpyq � 0. (A.11)

This is a Kummer’s equation (Confluent Hypergeometric Function). There are

two linear independent solution for this equation: 1F1pa, b; yq and Upa, b; yq. The

boundary condition is gp0q � 1.Because the second diverse when y � 0. So we can

discard it and then get the exact solution

gpyq � 1F1pa, b; yq. (A.12)

i.e.

gpzq � 1F1pλ
δ
,
λ� µ

δ
;
ν

δ
pz � 1qq. (A.13)
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It is also possible to solve this using a power series expansion of gpyq �
8̧

n�0

Cny
n.

From the boundary condition gpy � 0q � 1, we can get C0 � 1. So

g1pyq �
8̧

n�1

Cnny
n�1 (A.14)

g2pyq �
8̧

n�2

Cnnpn� 1qyn�2. (A.15)

Put them into Equation A.11, we can get

8̧

n�0

tCn�1pn� 1qpn� bq � Cnpn� aqu yn � 0. (A.16)

The coefficient of every order of y should be vanished, so we can get the recurrence

relation as below:

C0 � 1 (A.17)

Cn�1

Cn
� n� a

pn� 1qpn� bq . (A.18)

Thus we can get:

Cn � paqn
pbqnn!

, gpyq �
8̧

n�0

paqn
pbqnn!

yn (A.19)

where paq0 � 1 ,paqn � apa� 1qpa� 2q . . . pa� n� 1q.
Because the confluent hypergeometric series have the form:

1F1pa, b; yq �
8̧

n�0

paqn
pbqnn!

yn, (A.20)

we can get gpyq � 1F1pa, b; yq, which is just the same as Eqn. A.12.

In sum, the exact solution of the steady state generating function is:

gpzq � 1F1pa, b; ν
δ
pz � 1qq �

8̧

n�0

paqn
pbqnn!

pν
δ
qnpz � 1qn. (A.21)
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From this solution, we can get all the moment of the mRNA because

Bngpzq
Bzn |z�1� xmpm� 1q . . . pm� n� 1qy. (A.22)

The first three term are listed below:

xmy � νλ

δpµ� λq (A.23)

xmpm� 1qy � ν2λpλ� δq
δ2pµ� λqpµ� λ� δq (A.24)

xmpm� 1qpm� 2qy � ν3λpλ� δqpλ� 2δq
δ3pµ� λqpµ� λ� δqpµ� λ� 2δq . (A.25)

So the mean mRNA level for steady state is

xmy � νλ

δpµ� λq , (A.26)

and the Fano factor is

F � δm2

xmy �
xm2y � xmy2

xmy � 1� νµ

pµ� λqpµ� λ� δq . (A.27)

As shown in Figure 2.2, the mean for bursty gene is always lower than the mean

for the gene which is always active (u is always equal to 0). The Fano factor is always

larger than the active gene whose Fano factor is always one. When the activation

rate and inactivation rate are the same (i.e., µ � λ), the mean for bursty gene is half

the value of that for activated gene. While the inactivation rate increasing, the level

of the mean mRNA number per cell decreases, however, Fano factor first increase,

then decrease. Especially when µ � a
λpλ� δq, Fano factor achieve maximum:

F � 1� v
p?λ�?λ�δq2 .
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A.1.3 Complex Analysis to get Steady State Probability Distribution

Below we will use the complex analysis to calculate the probability distribution for

any mRNA number m at steady state. First, we need to generalize the variable z to

be a complex variable.

Cauchy-Goursat theorem tells us that if fpzq is analytic inside and on a simple

closed curve C, then ¾
C

fpzqdz � 0. (A.28)

As important as the above theorem is, Cauchy integral formula is at least equally

important in complex analysis about line integrals for holomorphic functions in the

complex plane. It says that if a function fpzq is analytic on a simple closed curve C

and in the region enclosed by C, if a is any point inside C, then

¾
C

fpzq
z � a

dz � 2πifpaq. (A.29)

Cauchy integral formula can also be generalized to get the nth derivative of fpaq.

f pnqpaq � n!

2πi

¾
C

fpzq
pz � aqn�1

dz, n � 0, 1, 2, ... (A.30)

Based on the above formula, if fpzq can be represented by a Laurent series of the

form:

fpzq �
8̧

n�0

anpz � aqn �
8̧

n�0

bn
pz � aqn . (A.31)

then the coefficients are:

an � 1
2πi

¶
C

fpζq
pζ�aqn�1dζ (A.32)

bn � 1
2πi

¶
C

fpζq
pζ�aq�n�1dζ. (A.33)
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Due to residue theorem, the coefficient of 1
z�a in the Laurent series of fpzq (i.e.,

b1) is called the residue of fpzq at z � a. Thus

an � Residuer fpzq
pz � aqn�1

s. (A.34)

Thus

pmptÑ 8q � Residuer gpzq
zm�1

s. (A.35)

The full analytical expression of pmptÑ 8q can be calculated as following:

pmptÑ 8q � 1

m!

paqm
pbqm p

v

δ
qm1F1pm� a,m� b;�v

δ
q. (A.36)

where paq0 � 1 and paqm � apa� 1qpa� 2q . . . pa�m� 1q, as defined previously

in confluent hypergeometric series.

Using the complex analysis, we successfully get the full list of steady state prob-

ability distribution for mRNA.

A.1.4 Time Dependent Solution

BG0pz, tq
Bt � �λG0pz, tq � µG1pz, tq � δp1� zqBG0pz, tq

Bz (A.37a)

BG1pz, tq
Bt � λG0pz, tq � µG1pz, tq � δp1� zqBG1pz, tq

Bz � νp1� zqG1pz, tq. (A.37b)

Next we try to get the time dependent solution. How can we deduct time-

dependent solution from the above equations of generating function?

First, we can do the following change of variables

x � ν

δ
pz � 1q (A.38)

w � p1� zqe�δt. (A.39)
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So Gpz, tq Ñ Gpx,wq. Therefore, derivatives in the transformed coordinates

become

B
Bt � �δw B

Bw (A.40)

B
Bz � ν

δ

� B
Bx � w

x
B
Bw
�
. (A.41)

The equations now become

δx
BG0

Bx � �λG0 � µG1 (A.42)

δx
BG1

Bx � λG0 � µG1 � δxG1. (A.43)

Note that these equations are independent of w as a consequence of the transforma-

tion. The dependence on w will be found in the boundary conditions. Adding these

two equations, we have

BG
Bx � G1. (A.44)

Now, we can differentiate the Eqn. A.44 w.r.t. x and using Eqn. A.43 and Eqn. A.44

to obtain

x
B2G

Bx2
� pb� xqBGBx � aG � 0. (A.45)

where b � λ�µ
δ

and a � λ
δ
. This is a Confluent hypergeometric equation. The

solutions of this equation can be written in the form

G � Apwq1F1pa, b;xq �Bpwqxp1�bq 1F1p1� a� b, 2� b;xq. (A.46)

If we assume b   1, then the second term is valid when x � 0, however, we will

find out b doesn’t necessary to be less than 1 after using the boundary conditions to

fix the coefficient Bpwq. The Boundary conditions for Gpz, tq are:
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$&
%
Gpz, 0q � 1

Gp1, tq � 1
(A.47)

Transform the coordinate into Gpx,wq, the boundary conditions become

$'&
'%
Gp�v

δ
w,wq � 1

Gp0, 0q � 1

(A.48)

During the transformation Gp1, tq Ñ Gp0, 0q, the boundary condition degenerate

from a line to a dot. So information is lost during the transformation. Also the

Jacobian determinant (Eqn. A.49) is zero at boundary p1, tq.

Bpx,wq
Bpz, tq �

����
Bx
Bz

Bx
BtBw

Bz
Bw
Bt

���� �
����

ν
δ

0
�e�δt δpz � 1qe�δt

���� � νpz � 1qe�δt. (A.49)

In order to solve the problem, we need to find another boundary condition. For-

tunately, we find from Eqn. A.44, while t � 0, BG
Bx � 0. The boundary conditions we

use can be written as follows:

$''&
''%

Gp�v
δ
w,wq � 1

BGpx,wq
Bx |x�� v

δ
w � 0

(A.50)

Introduce Upa, b;xq � xp1�bq 1F1p1� a� b, 2� b;xq and U 1pa, b;xq � BUpa,b;xq
Bx .

Due to the properties of the confluent hypergeometric function:

dn

dzn
1F1pa, b; zq � paqn

pbqn 1F1pa� n, b� n; zq, (A.51)

dn

dzn
�
zb�1

1F1pa, b; zq
� � pb� nqnzb�n�1

1F1pa, b� n; zq, (A.52)
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we can get the following relations:

B1F1pa, b;xq
Bx � a

b
1F1pa� 1, b� 1, xq (A.53)

BUpa, b;xq
Bx � p1� bqUpa� 1, b� 1;xq (A.54)

Apply the boundary condition (Equation A.50) to the general solution of gener-

ating function (Equation A.46), we can get the following equations for solving the

coefficient Apwq and Bpwq:

$''&
''%

Apwq1F1pa, b;�νw
δ
q �BpwqUpa, b;�νw

δ
q � 1

Apwqa
b

1F1pa� 1, b� 1;�νw
δ
q �Bpwqp1� bqUpa� 1, b� 1;�νw

δ
q � 0

(A.55)

Define θpwq � p1� νw
δ

a
bpb�1q

1F1pa�1,b�1;� νw
δ
q1F1p1�a�b,2�b;� νw

δ
q

1F1pa,b;� νw
δ
q1F1p1�a�b,1�b;� νw

δ
q q�1, then we can get:

$''''&
''''%

Apwq � θpwq
1F1pa, b;�νw

δ
q

Bpwq � 1� θpwq
Upa, b;�νw

δ
q

(A.56)

So the generating function have the following form:

Gpx,wq � 1F1pa, b;xq
1F1pa, b;�νw

δ
qθpwq � p� δx

νw
q1�b 1F1p1� a� b, 2� b;xq

1F1p1� a� b, 2� b;�νw
δ
qp1� θpwqq.

(A.57)

From Eqn. A.57, we can find the value of b is not confined in region p0, 1q, b can

be any positive number because x{w is always positive.

Next, transform Gpx,wq back to Gpz, tq using equation A.39:
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Gpz, tq � 1F1pa, b; νδ pz � 1qq
1F1pa, b; νδ pz � 1qe�δtqθpz, tq

� 1F1p1� a� b, 2� b; ν
δ
pz � 1qq

1F1p1� a� b, 2� b; ν
δ
pz � 1qe�δtqp1� θpz, tqqep1�bqδt. (A.58)

where

θpz, tq � �
1� aX

bpb� 1q
1F1pa� 1, b� 1;Xq1F1p1� a� b, 2� b;Xq

1F1pa, b;Xq1F1p1� a� b, 1� b;Xq
��1

. (A.59)

X � Xpz, tq � ν
δ
pz � 1qe�δt. It’s defined here to shorten the expression.

Eqn. A.58 satisfies the boundary condition ( A.47) and b can be any positive

value here. When t Ñ 8, θpz, t Ñ 8q Ñ 1, thus Gpz, t Ñ 8q Ñ 1F1pa, b; νδ pz � 1qq,
which is the same as Eqn. A.21.

From the time-dependent generating function, we can get all the time-dependent

moment with the relation:

BnGpz, tq
Bzn |z�1� xmptqpmptq � 1q . . . pmptq � n� 1qy. (A.60)

and

Bn1F1pa, b; zq
Bzn � paqn

pbqn 1F1pa� n, b� n, zq. (A.61)

The first two terms are list below:

xmptqy �νapb� 1� be�δt � e�bδtq
δbpb� 1q (A.62)

xmptqpmptq � 1qy �ν
2a

δ2b

"
2pa� bq

pb� 1qpb� 1qe
�pb�1qδt � 2pa� b� 1q

pb� 2qpb� 1qe
�bδt

� bpa� 1q
pb� 2qpb� 1qe

�2δt � 2a

b� 1
e�δt � a� 1

b� 1

*
. (A.63)
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The mean value is verified to be the same as we calculated from the mean field

theory.

Thus the Fano factor F � δm2

xmy � xm2y�xmy2
xmy can be written as:

F �1� xmptqy

� ν

δ

t2pa�bq
b�1

e�pb�1qδt � 2pb�a�1q
b�2

e�bδt � pa�1qb
b�2

e�2δt � 2ae�δt � pa�1qpb�1q
b�1

u
bp1� e�δtq � p1� e�bδtq . (A.64)

Where a � λ
δ
, b � λ�µ

δ
. It’s exactly the same as Eqn. A.23 when tÑ 8.

A.2 Basic Idea of Computer Simulation

First, use GSL random number library to generate two random numbers r1,r2 uni-

formly distributed from p0, 1s. the first random number is for the time interval

between two sequential events. ∆t � � ln r1, so δt can range from zero to infinity.

As mentioned in the introduction, the four events, mRNA and protein synthesize

and degradation have different rate. We can arrange them as shown in diagram A.1,

then use the random number r2 to choose which one to occur after the time interval

δt.
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Figure A.1: scheme of the principal of computer simulation
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Appendix B

Supplementary Information for Chapter 3

B.1 Sequestration Model and Kinetic Suppression Model are Limiting
Cases of a Full Model

Here we show that our two models (sequestration and kinetic suppression) can be

obtained as the limiting cases of a generalized model of miRNA-based feedback

circuit that incorporates the salient aspects of the biology of miRNA action. As

described by Levine et al. [132], we consider 3 species of mRNA: free mRNA (m),

the silenced miRNA-mRNA complex (m�), representing the accumulation of Ago

proteins that prevent translation initiation of mRNA and processed mRNA (m��),

which accumulate into large ribonuclear particles. Assuming that the binding of

miRNA to free mRNA and the subsequent assembly of Ago proteins (mÑ m�) and

the processing of miRNA-mRNA complex (m� Ñ m��), is irreversible, we obtain the
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following mass action equations:

$'''''''''''''''''''&
'''''''''''''''''''%

dxmy
dt

� αm � γmxmy � κxmµy

dxm�y
dt

� κxmµy � ηxm�y � γ�mxm�y

dxm��y
dt

� ηxm�y � γ��m xm��y

dxµy
dt

� αµ � γµxµy � κxmµy � p1� qqγ��m m�� � γ�mxm�y

dxpy
dt

� kpxmy � γpxpy.

(B.1)

While α-terms accounts for synthesis of RNA species, the γ-terms account for the

degradation of RNA species and protein respectively. Here κ denotes the effective

rate constant of miRNA-mRNA binding and Ago-complex assembly on the duplex.

η denotes the rate of processing of this complex. kp is the rate of translation of

proteins. q denotes the probability for a miRNA to be co-degraded with the mRNA

in the processed state. The limit q � 1 is the case that all the miRNA co-degrades

with the mRNA. In this case, if we assume that m� state is transient and as soon as

mRNA gets into that state, it is processed rapidly into the m�� state, we can ignore

the degradation of m�. The mass action equations for m, µ and p can be written as:

$''''''''&
''''''''%

dxmy
dt

� αm � γmxmy � κxmµy

dxµy
dt

� αµ � γµxµy � κxmµy

dxpy
dt

� kpxmy � γpxpy.

(B.2)

which are exactly the same as the mass action equations in our sequestration model.

Note that the processed or translationally silent states play no role in the feedback,
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which is entirely determined by the fact that the ultimate fate of the miRNA-mRNA

complex is accumulation into a translationally incompetent pool.

For q � 0, the case when miRNAs act catalytically to suppress translation from

free mRNA, we assume (as in [132]), that the m� and m�� species are near steady

state. Further assuming that γm � γ�m � γ��m , which means the degradation rate of all

mRNA species are the same, we can introduce a new variable: meff � m�m��m��.

This yields

dxmeffy
dt

� αm � γmxmeffy (B.3)

Again assuming that m is not correlated with the number of miRNA µ, xmµy �
xmyxµy and the steady-state assumption for the intermediate species, we obtain:

$'''''''''&
'''''''''%

dxmeffy
dt

� αm � γmxmeffy

dxµy
dt

� αµ � γµxµy

dxpy
dt

� kpxmeffyp 1

1� κ
γm
xµyq � γpxpy.

(B.4)

This is the same form as Eqn. 3.5 with fpm,uq � kpm

1�βµ , which functions as repression

of translation.

B.2 Verifying the Linear Noise Approximation Method

Below, we verify that the linear noise approximation is applicable for the kinetic

suppression model. Translational repression by miRNA in this model, fpm,uq has

the familiar Michaelis-Menten form mkp
1�βµn . For n � 0, translation is not repressed by

the number of miRNA. In this case, the Fourier space variances can be calculated as
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below: $''''&
''''%

���δ̂mpωq
���2 � 4παm

γm2�ω2���δ̂µpωq
���2 � 4πtpγm2�ω2qrp Bgppq

Bp
q2pγp�µγµpγp2�ω2qs�p Bgppq

Bp
q2kp2αmu

pγm2�ω2qpγµ2�ω2qpγp2�ω2q���δ̂ppωq
���2 � 4πrpγppγm2�ω2q�αmkp2s

pγm2�ω2qpγp2�ω2q

(B.5)

Because xδx2y � 1
p2πq2

³8
�8

���δ̂xpωq
���2 dω, we can get the exact solution as:

$'''''''''&
'''''''''%

xδm2y �αm
γm

xδµ2y �xµy �
pBgppqBp q2xpy
γµpγµ � γpq �

pBgppqBp q2kp2pγm � γµ � γpqαm
γmγµγppγm � γµqpγm � γpqpγµ � γpq

xδp2y �αmkp
γmγp

p1� kp
γm � γp

q.

(B.6)

where xmy, xµy and xpy is the steady state solution of the mass action equations.

xmy � αm
γm

, xµy � gpxpyq{γµ and xpy � alphamkp
γmγp

. The variance of m and p is consistent

with the solution of gene expression without miRNA suppression [75].

For n � 1, we proceed by linearizing the Michaelis functions that link miRNA

and protein abundance to the synthesis and repression of the protein and miRNA

respectively. This is justified since number distributions of the relevant variables

have finite widths and sample only a small region of the domain of the Michaelis

functions, fpm,µq � mF pµq � krp � k1µ � k2m, where k1 � BF
Bµ |xµyxmy, k2 � F |xµy

and krp � �k1xµy. Fourier transforming the linearized Langevin equations, we can

write down the variance as:

$''''&
''''%

���δ̂mpωq
���2 � 4παm

γm2�ω2���δ̂µpωq
���2 � 4παµ

γµ2�ω2���δ̂ppωq
���2 � 4πt αmk2

2

pγ2m�ω2qpγ2m�ω2q � αµk1
2

pγ2µ�ω2qpγ2p�ω2q � fpm,µq
γ2p�ω2 u

(B.7)
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Rearranging and transforming back to the time domain yields:

$''''''''&
''''''''%

xδm2y �αm
γm

xδµ2y �αµ
γm

xδp2y �fpm,µq
γp

� αµγmk1
2pγm � γpq � αmγµk2

2pγµ � γpq
γmγµγppγm � γpqpγµ � γpq .

(B.8)

Further assuming that γm � γµ � γ, we can get xδp2y
xpy � 1 � k21αµ�k22αm

αmk2pγ�γpq , which is

exactly the same as that derived by Komorowski et al. [133], using other methods

for the deduction. In all, we can show that the linear noise approximation is a useful

method for investigating the fluctuations in gene expression systems while expression

noise is small. Naturally, this approximation breaks down for large values of negative

feedback, where the mean levels fall and the variance is an appreciable fraction of

the mean. Finally, we give the Fourier space variance for the n � 2 case that we

have considered as:

$''''&
''''%

���δ̂mpωq
���2 � 4παm

γm2�ω2���δ̂µpωq
���2 � 4πtpγ2m�ω2qrg21pγp�µγµpγ2p�ω2qs�f21 g21αmu

pγ2m�ω2qrω4�p2f2g1�γ2µ�γ2pqω2�pf2g1�γµγpq2s���δ̂ppωq
���2 � 4πtpγ2m�ω2qrf22µγµ�pγppγ2µ�ω2qs�f21 pγµ�ω2qαmu

pγ2m�ω2qrω4�p2f2g1�γ2µ�γ2pqω2�pf2g1�γµγpq2s ,

(B.9)

where f1 � Bfpm,µq
Bm , f2 � Bfpm,µq

Bµ and g1 � Bgppq
Bp . Since the time-domain expressions

are lengthy and uninformative, we omit them.
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Appendix C

Supplementary Information for Chapter 4

If all the parameters in scheme 4.2 are constant, we can use both the Master equation

approach and the linear noise approximation approach to analyze the system. We can

also calculate how splicing factor diffusion influent the noise properties of alternative

splicing using linear noise approximation method and computer simulation.

C.1 The Master Equation Approach

Master equation is used to describe the time evolution of a system that can be

modeled as being in exactly one of countable number of states at any given time,

and where switching between states is treated probabilistically. It states that the

change of probability of being in a given state depend on probabilities of transition

to and from any other states in the system. If it can be directly solved, It provides

the full probability distribution. However, this is not often the case because of the

complexity of the system. Still we can use moment generating function to get the

mean and variance of the distribution.

There are four variables in the alternative splicing model we proposed:
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~x � tu, b,m1,m2u. The Master equation for these variables is:

BP pu, b,m1,m2, tq
Bt � vP pu� 1, b,m1,m2, tq

� k�cpu� 1qP pu� 1, b� 1,m1,m2, tq � k�pb� 1qP pu� 1, b� 1,m1,m2, tq

� α1pu� 1qP pu� 1, b,m1 � 1,m2, tq � α2pb� 1qP pu, b� 1,m1,m2 � 1, tq

� γ1pm1 � 1qP pu, b,m1 � 1,m2, tq � γ2pm2 � 1qP pu, b,m1,m2 � 1, tq

� pv � k�cu� k�b� α1u� α2b� γ1m1 � γ2m2qqP pu, b,m1,m2, tq. (C.1)

The moment generating function for this system is given by:

Gpzu, zb, zm1 , zm2 , tq �
8̧

u,b,m1,m2�0

zuuz
b
bz
m1
m1
zm2
m2
P pu, b,m1,m2, tq. (C.2)

Generating function is very useful for calculating moments because of the follow-

ing properties:

G|1 � 1
BG
Bxi |1 � xxiy

B2G

Bx2
i

|1 � xxipxi � 1qy B2G

BxiBxj |1 � xxixjy, (C.3)

where xi P tu, b,m1,m2u and |1 means that the function is evaluated at xi � 1

for all i.

Multiplying the Master equation above (Equation C.1) by zuuz
b
bz
m1
m1
zm2
m2

on both

sides and sum over all possible value of these four variables, we can get:

BG
Bt �vpzu � 1qG� k�cpzb � zuq BGBzu � k�pzu � zbqBGBzb � α1pzm1 � zuq BGBzu

� α2pzm2 � zbqBGBzb � γ1p1� zm1q
BG
Bzm1

� γ2p1� zm2q
BG
Bzm2

. (C.4)
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In steady state, BG
Bt � 0. Resort Equation C.4 to the following form:

0 � pzu � 1qpvG� k�c
BG
Bzu � k�

BG
Bzb � α1

BG
Bzu q

� pzb � 1qpk�c BGBzu � k�
BG
Bzb � α2

BG
Bzb q

� pzm1 � 1qpα1
BG
Bzu � γ1

BG
Bzm1

q

� pzm2 � 1qpα2
BG
Bzb � γ2

BG
Bzm2

q. (C.5)

By taking the derivative with respect to xi (xi P tu, b,m1,m2u) respectively and then

let zu � zb � zm1 � zm2 � 1, we can get:

$'''''''&
'''''''%

v � pk�c� α1qxuy � k�xby � 0

k�cxuy � pk� � α2qxby � 0

α1xuy � γ1xm1y � 0

α2xby � γ2xm1y � 0.

(C.6)

So we got the steady state mean values as below:

$''''''''''''&
''''''''''''%

xuy � v

α1 � gα2

xby � vg

α1 � gα2

xm1y � α1

γ1

v

α1 � gα2

xm2y � α2

γ2

vg

α1 � gα2

,

(C.7)

where g � k�c
α2�k� . It’s the effective production rate of b from u.

In order to get the variance of the variables, we need to take a second-order

derivative of Equation C.5 and then let zu � zb � zm1 � zm2 � 1. We also need to

use the properties of generating function as described in Equation C.3.
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$'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

vxuy � pk�c� α1qpxu2y � xuyq � k�xuby � 0

k�cxuby � pk� � α2qpxb2y � xbyq � 0

α1xum1y � γ1pxm2
1y � xm1yq � 0

α2xbm2y � γ2pxm2
2y � xm2yq � 0

vxby � pk�c� k� � α1 � α2qxuby � k�pxb2y � xbyq � k�cpxu2y � xuyq � 0

vxm1y � pk�c� α1 � γ1qxum1y � k�xbm1y � α1pxu2y � xuyq � 0

vxm2y � pk�c� α1 � γ2qxum2y � k�xbm2y � α2xuby � 0

k�cxum1y � pk� � α2 � γ1qxbm1y � α1xuby � 0

k�cxum2y � pk� � α2 � γ2qxbm2y � α2pxb2y � xbyq � 0

α1xum2y � α2xbm1y � pγ1 � γ2qxm1m2y � 0.

(C.8)

Although the above equation looks scaring, it’s not hard to solve. There are 10

variables and 10 equations. We can easily get the variance of each variable as well

as the covariance between variables.

So the variances are:

$''''''''''''&
''''''''''''%

σ2
u � xu2y � xuy2 � v

α1 � gα2

σ2
b � xb2y � xby2 � vg

α1 � gα2

σ2
m1

� xm1
2y � xm1y2 � α1

γ1

v

α1 � gα2

σ2
m2

� xm2
2y � xm2y2 � α2

γ2

vg

α1 � gα2

,

(C.9)

The variance of each variable equals the mean of that variable. So all four vari-

ables are Poisson distributed.

We can also get the covariance of m1 and m2

covpm1,m2q � xpm1 � xm1yqpm2 � xm2yqy � 0 (C.10)
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.1: Influence of elongation rate fluctuation on mRNA isoforms: (a) shows
the correlation relation between m1 and m2 with Gaussian distributed elongation
rate v. So two mRNA isoforms are positive correlated if there are fluctuation in
elongation rate. (b) plots the distribution of the elongation rate. It’s Gaussian
distributed with mean=5, variance=1.

Thus m1 and m2 are two independent Poisson distributed random variables. Gen-

erally, while all the parameters are constant, u,b,m1 and m2 are four independent

Poisson distributed random variables.

Figure C.1 is a simulation result showing that if the elongation rate is noisy( We

assume it’s Gaussian distributed), two mRNA isoforms change almost proportionally.

This indicates a positive correlation relation between two mRNA isoforms.

If splicing factor concentration is Gaussian distributed (Figure C.2b), two mRNA

isoforms will be aiti-correlated (Figure C.2a).
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.2: Influence of splicing factor concentration fluctuation on mRNA iso-
forms: (a) shows the correlation relation between m1 and m2 with Gaussian dis-
tributed splicing factor concentration c. (b) is the distribution of the splicing factor
concentration. It’s Gaussian distributed with mean=5, variance=1.

C.2 The Linear Noise Approximation Approach

C.2.1 When Splicing Factor c is a Constant

We can also use linear noise approximation method to solve this problem. The basic

concept is assuming the system has already reached steady state. Due to the nature

of stochasticity, there will be small fluctuation of each molecular species around their

mean. This is an elegant way to calculation variation. The basic idea is to first write

Langevin equations for the system, then linearize the Langevin equations around

their steady states to get the equations for the displacements away from the mean

values. Afterwards, use Fourier Transform to calculate power spectrum, then inverse

Fourier Transform to get the variance of the variables. More specific calculation is

provided as below.

For the alternative splicing model described in Figure 4.2, there are 4 molecular
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species tu, b,m1,m2u interact inside some fixed volume Ω and at constant tempera-

ture through 7 reaction channels tR1, R2, . . . R7u. These channels thus introduce 7

independent white noises into the system.

Some important vectors and matrices as listed:

• Molecular vector: ~x � pu, b,m1,m2qT ;

• Reaction rate vector: ~a � pv, k�cu, k�b, α1u, α2b, γ1m1, γ2m2qT ,

ajp~xqdt is the probability given ~Xptq � ~x, that reaction Rj will occur in the

next infinitesimal time interval rt, t� dtq, (j=1,2, . . . 7);

• White noise vector: ~Γ � pΓ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ4,Γ5,Γ6,Γ7qT ,

Γjptq are temporally uncorrelated, statistically independent Gaussian white

noise introduced by reaction Rj;

• State change matrix: S,

Sij represents the change in the number of xi produced byRj reaction (i=1,2,3,4;

j=1,2, . . . 7) ;

• Noise amplitude matrix Ψ,

Ψij is the changes in the number of xi molecules produced by the Gaussian

white noise Γj from Reaction Rj.

Ψij � Sij

b
ajp~xptqq. (C.11)

From the above definitions, we can get:

S �

�
���

1 �1 1 �1 0 0 0
0 1 �1 0 �1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 �1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 �1

�
�� (C.12)
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Ψ �

�
���
?
v �?k�cu ?

k�b �?α1u 0 0 0

0
?
k�cu �?k�b 0 �?α2b 0 0

0 0 0
?
α1u 0 �?γ1m1 0

0 0 0 0
?
α2b 0 �?γ2m2

�
�� (C.13)

So the Langevin equation can be written as:

dxiptq
dt

�
7̧

j�1

Sijajp~xptqq �
7̧

j�1

ΨijΓjptq pi � 1, 2, 3, 4q (C.14)

This is equivalent to the following equations if we write it term by term:

$'''''''''''''&
'''''''''''''%

du

dt
� v � pk�c� α1qu� k�b� p?vΓ1 �

?
k�cuΓ2 �

?
k�bΓ3 �?

α1uΓ4q

db

dt
� k�cu� pk� � α2qb� p

?
k�cuΓ2 �

?
k�bΓ3 �

a
α2bΓ5q

dm1

dt
� α1u� γ1m1 � p?α1uΓ4 �?

γ1m1Γ6q

dm2

dt
� α2b� γ2m2 � p

a
α2bΓ5 �?

γ2m2Γ7q.

(C.15)

Because Γjptq ( j � 1, 2, . . . 7) are temporally uncorrelated, statistically indepen-

dent Gaussian white noises. They have the following time correlation property:

xΓiptqΓjpt1qy � δijδpt� t1q, (C.16)

where on the right of the equation, the first is Kronecker’s delta function and the

second is Dirac delta function.

The steady state mean value is the same as the mean value calculated above using

Master equation approach (Equation C.7).
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Substitute variables in Langevin equations to the following:

$'''''''&
'''''''%

uptq � xuy � δuptq

bptq � xby � δbptq

m1ptq � xm1y � δm1ptq

m2ptq � xm2y � δm2ptq.

(C.17)

Linearizing the Langevin equations to obtain:

d

dt

�
���

δu
δb
δm1

δm2

�
��� A

�
���

δu
δb
δm1

δm2

�
���Ψ1

�
���������

Γ1

Γ2

Γ3

Γ4

Γ5

Γ6

Γ7

�
��������

(C.18)

where

A �

�
���

�pk�c� α1q k� 0 0
k�c �pk� � α2q 0 0
α1 0 �γ1 0
0 α2 0 �γ2,

�
�� (C.19)

and

Ψ1 �

�
��

?
v �
?
k�cxuy

?
k�xby �

?
α1xuy 0 0 0

0
?
k�cxuy �

?
k�xby 0 �

?
α2xby 0 0

0 0 0
?
α1xuy 0 �

?
γ1xm1y 0

0 0 0 0
?
α2xby 0 �

?
γ2xm2y

�
�. (C.20)

We now transform these linearized equations into Fourier space, with δ̂ipωq cor-

responding to the temporal variables δiptq, where i equals to u, b, m1 or m2 in the

spectral domain. and Γ̂jpωq corresponding to the temporal variable Γjptq where
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j P p1, 2, . . . 7q in the spectral domain.

δiptq �
»

dω

2π
eiωtδ̂ipωq; (C.21)

Γjptq �
»

dω

2π
eiωtΓ̂jpωq. (C.22)

Thus,

�
����

δ̂upωq
δ̂bpωq
δ̂m1pωq
δ̂m2pωq

�
���� M�1Ψ1

�
����������

Γ̂1pωq
Γ̂2pωq
Γ̂3pωq
Γ̂4pωq
Γ̂5pωq
Γ̂6pωq
Γ̂7pωq

�
���������

(C.23)

where Ψ1 is defined in Equation C.20 and

M �

�
���

k�c� α1 � iω �k� 0 0
�k�c k� � α2 � iω 0 0
�α1 0 γ1 � iω 0

0 �α2 0 γ2 � iω

�
��. (C.24)

Using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem
���Γ̂ipωq

���2 � ³8
�8 xΓ�

i ptqΓipt� τqy e�iωτdτ , we

can get: ���Γ̂ipωq
���2 � 1 i � 1, 2, . . . 7 (C.25)

Based on these expressions, we can obtain
���δ̂upωq

���2,
���δ̂bpωq

���2,
���δ̂m1pωq

���2 and
���δ̂m2pωq

���2.

Next, using the relation
@
f ptq2D � 1

2π

³8
�8

���f̂pωq���2 dω to inverse transform back to
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the time domain to obtain xδu2y, xδb2y , xδm2
1y and xδm2

2y.
$'''''''''''''''&
'''''''''''''''%

σ2
u �

@
δu2

D � vpα2 � k�q
α1α2 � α1k� � α2k�c

σ2
b �

@
δb2

D � vk�c
α1α2 � α1k� � α2k�c

σ2
m1

� @
δm2

1

D � α1

γ1

vpα2 � k�q
α1α2 � α1k� � α2k�c

σ2
m2

� @
δm2

2

D � α2

γ2

vk�c
α1α2 � α1k� � α2k�c

.

(C.26)

These are exactly the same as obtained in Equations C.9 while we use the Master

equation approach.

C.2.2 Considering 3D Diffusion of Splicing Factors

For the alternative splicing model described in Figure 4.2, there are 4 molecular

species interact inside some fixed volume Ω at constant temperature. If including

the diffusion of the splicing factors, we can get the following equations:

$''''''''''''''''''&
''''''''''''''''''%

Bc
Bt � D∇2cp~x, tq � 9bδp~x� ~x0q � G �D

du

dt
� v � pk�c� α1qu� k�b� p?vΓ1 �

?
k�cuΓ2 �

?
k�bΓ3 �?

α1uΓ4q

db

dt
� k�cu� pk� � α2qb� p

?
k�cuΓ2 �

?
k�bΓ3 �

a
α2bΓ5q

dm1

dt
� α1u� γ1m1 � p?α1uΓ4 �?

γ1m1Γ6q

dm2

dt
� α2b� γ2m2 � p

a
α2bΓ5 �?

γ2m2Γ7q.

(C.27)

δp~x� ~x0q denotes the Dirac-delta function. These splicing factors can be produced

at sources G and degradate at sink D. For simplicity we will assume that splicing
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factors are present at a fixed total number in the cell and they do not decay, i.e.,

G � D � 0. c represents splicing factors that can freely diffuse inside the volume. If

a splicing factor binds to pre-mRNA splicing site, c will be reduce by 1.

The Langevin noise terms ~Γ are characterized within the linear noise approxima-

tion by the following time correlation functions::

xΓiptqΓjpt1qy � δijδpt� t1q, (C.28)

where on the right of the equation, the first is Kronecker’s delta function and the

second is Dirac delta function.

We assume the mean concentration of splicing factor is xcy. Substitute variables

in Equations C.27 to the following form:

$'''''''''''&
'''''''''''%

cp~x, tq � xcy � δcp~x, tq

u � xuy � δuptq

b � xby � δbptq

m1 � xm1y � δm1ptq

m2 � xm2y � δm2ptq.

(C.29)

Linearize Equations C.27 and transform into Fourier space, then use the Fourier

representative of splicing factor concentration as shown in Equation 4.16, we will get

the following equation matrix:

iω

�
����

δ̂upωq
δ̂bpωq
δ̂m1pωq
δ̂m2pωq

�
���� Ad

�
����

δ̂upωq
δ̂bpωq
δ̂m1pωq
δ̂m2pωq

�
����Ψ2

�
����������

Γ̂1pωq
Γ̂2pωq
Γ̂3pωq
Γ̂4pωq
Γ̂5pωq
Γ̂6pωq
Γ̂7pωq

�
���������
. (C.30)

where
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Ad �

�
���

�pk�c̄� α1q k� � iωθ 0 0
k�c̄ �pk� � α2q � iωθ 0 0
α1 0 �γ1 0
0 α2 0 �γ2

�
��, (C.31)

Ψ2 �

�
��

?
v �
?
k�xcyxuy

?
k�xby �

?
α1xuy 0 0 0

0
?
k�xcyxuy �

?
k�xby 0 �

?
α2xby 0 0

0 0 0
?
α1xuy 0 �

?
γ1xm1y 0

0 0 0 0
?
α2xby 0 �

?
γ2xm2y

�
�, (C.32)

and

θ � k�xuy
2πDa

� k�vpα2 � k�q
2πDapα1α2 � α1k� � α2k�cq . (C.33)

Thus we can get the similar equation as in Equation C.23.

�
����

δ̂upωq
δ̂bpωq
δ̂m1pωq
δ̂m2pωq

�
���� M̃�1Ψ2

�
����������

Γ̂1pωq
Γ̂2pωq
Γ̂3pωq
Γ̂4pωq
Γ̂5pωq
Γ̂6pωq
Γ̂7pωq

�
���������
. (C.34)

where

M̃ �

�
���

k�c̄� α1 � iω �k� � iωθ 0 0
�k�c̄ k� � α2 � iωp1� θq 0 0
�α1 0 γ1 � iω 0

0 �α2 0 γ2 � iω

�
�� (C.35)

The Fourier space analysis is the same as in the previous section. using the

Fourier space analysis, we can get the variance of all four variables u,b,m1 and m2.

However, the expression of the last two variables are too lengthy, we only list the
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variance of u and b:

$''''&
''''%

σ2
u �

v

α1 � gα2

k�c� pα2 � k� � α2gθqp1� θq � α1p1� θq2
p1� θqpα1 � α2 � k� � k�c� α1θq ,

σ2
b �

vg

α1 � gα2

α2 � k� � pα1 � k�cqp1� θq
p1� θqpα1 � α2 � k� � k�c� α1θq .

(C.36)

C.3 Random-Walk Model of Diffusion in Three Dimensions

In order to prove our theoretical calculation, we also build a simulation model. In

our model, we simplify the nucleus as a cube and divide it into 100�100�100 small

cubes. Splicing factors were initially assigned randomly on lattice. Then for every

time step ∆t, splicing factors can move between lattice adjacent points, i.e., each

splicing factor can move to one of the six adjacent points with equal probability per

step. Because we consider only the isotropic diffusion: Dx � Dy � Dz � D0, we can

set the distance between lattice points in x,y,z direction to be the same:

∆l �
a

6D0∆t. (C.37)

The diameter of a typical mammalian nucleus is 5�10 microns (104 nanometers)

[134]. If treat nucleus as a cube and divide into 100 � 100 � 100 small cubes. Then

the length of each of the small cubes is roughly ∆l � 0.1µm. The diffusion coefficient

of splicing factors in the nucleus is about 0.50 � 20.00um2{sec in the nucleoplasm,

transcript in the nucleus is 0.03�0.1µm2{sec (Table C.1). Because splicing factor can

bind to pre-mRNA as soon as the binding site exposes, pre-mRNA may still hang on

the DNA (alternative splicing occurs co-transcriptionally), which makes pre-mRNA

more immobile. So we can assume pre-mRNA are at the center of the cube and

while splicing factor diffuse to the center, it has a probability to bind to the binding

site. With splicing factor binding or unbinding to the binding site, different mRNA

isoforms are produced. Due to Equation C.37, the time step ∆t between jumps is
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Figure C.3: Simulation model of splicing factor diffusion and splicing site binding

roughly 0.0003 � 0.003 sec. The concentration of splicing factor is roughly 10nM

to 1µm, so in our model, we assume there are around 1000 splicing factor particles

diffuse in nucleus.

If a particle currently at location ~Rptq was directed to move outside of the lattice

with one step displacement ∆~R, it was instantaneous returned back using specular

reflection conditions.

~Rpt�∆tq � ~R �∆~R. (C.38)

By using this model, we can numerically calculate the mean and variance as well

as the covariance of u and b (Figure 4.4(b),(d)).
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Table C.1: Key Numbers in Biology

Cell Size [135]

Bacteria (E. coli)
0.7� 1.4µm diameter,
0.5� 5µm2 in volume

Yeast (S. cerevisiae)
3� 6µm diameter,
20� 160µm2 in volume

Mammalian cell
100� 10000µm2 in volume;
(HeLa cell: 500� 5000µm2)

Concentration [135]
signaling protein � 10nM � 1µm

Concentration of 1nM
in E. coli � 1 molecule/cell;
in HeLa cell � 1000 molecules/cell

Diffusion Coefficient
protein in nucleus D � 0.5� 20.0µm2{s [136]
polyA mRNA in nucleus 0.03� 0.1µm2{s [137]
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